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Public key technology is the most natural and convenient
way for key management in a global network, which in
turn depends on a certification infrastructure. Its properties
and behaviour should prevent threats. Moreover, the
infrastructure should be efficiently manageable and it
should meet users’ expectations regarding trust. Flexible
guidelines and procedures are given in this paper, where*
all certification infrastructure security issues are logically
structured. Thus it is easier to understand and to find
possible solutions in an easier way.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Asymmetric cryptography is of immense importance for
provision of security services in a global computer net
work. Proper binding between a user and his/her public
key is required for the correct operation of protocols using
public key cryptography. A certificate (ISO, 1992) has
been introduced as an object providing that binding, which
is issued by a trusted authority, called Certification Au
thority (CA). To serve the whole Internet community, a
global system of CAs has to be established and it has to be
supported by appropriate databases.
The aim of this paper is to address a logical structure on all
security issues of a certification infrastructure and to identify
their interrelationships. The starting point is prevention of
threats that are present in every security infrastructure. Al
though the basic idea of a CA structure (and a security
infrastructure in general) seemed clear and easy to implement,
it turned out to be a difficult problem. It has already been many
years since the first standards (ISO, 1998;ITU-T, 1996) in this
field have been launched, but the only operational certifica
tion infrastructure has been established within PASSWORD
(Roe, 1992; Roe et al, 1992). Even this was not widely used,
as experiments with Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM, (Kent,
1993)) have shown that setting up a CA infrastructure is a
complex task. Prevention of numerous threats is interleaved
with policy and both depend on technical matters. Besides,
corresponding standards include many implicit assumptions.
In the following sections questions about prevention of
threats, management issues and user expectations along with
scalability will be addressed. This paper presents a logical
structure on security issues related to a public key certifica
tion infrastructure:
— naming is a separate issue;
— certification structure is a separate issue;
•— key generation is a separate issue;
— creation and revocation of certificates is a separate issue;
— distribution and storage is a separate issue (database re
quirements);
— effective verification is a separate issue.
The other focus of this paper is based on the policy issue as
one of the most important things for setting up a security
infrastructure. Although policy is not formally defined in
standards (ISO, 1992; ISO, 1988; ITU-T, 1996), it is a vital
point for every certification infrastructure. This topic will be
covered in more details in the following subsections.
And finally, solutions are explored that would not require
complex certificate modifications — thus, certificate version 2
is a target of the paper. Although version 3 of the certificate is to
be standardised soon (ITU-T, 1966), (and some products already
use it, e.g. MS Internet Explorer), trying to solve these problems
relying solely on version 2 gives a possibility to better identify
basic problems and interrelations between elements of security
infrastructure. This background is also beneficial for under
standing and future deployment of certificate version 3.
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The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 current
experiences with certification infrastructure are described.
Next, reference procedures and requirements are defined
along with new concepts. In Section 3 future work to be done
in this field is outlined. It is assumed that the reader is familiar
with concepts of public key cryptography, security services,
certificates, CAs and X.500 directory. Detailed description of
these concepts can be found in Huitema etal, 1994;ISO, 1992;
ISO, 1988; ITU-T, 1996.

2 ELEMENTS OF SECURITY INFRASTRUCTURE
Basic security infrastructure elements are:
— ordinary users and processes that communicate over the
global network;
— certification authorities or CAs, which are trusted entities
for issuing certificates;
— naming authorities, which manage the name space and
allocate unique names to users;
—global-timing authorities, which are responsible for
consistent and authenticated time services through the
global network;
— a public distributed database for storage and distribution of
new and revoked certificates.
These elements should be logically separated into different
categories, although the same physical entity will often play
roles of more than one logical entity.
Generally, local procedures will be out of the scope of this
analysis. Therefore, time authorities and time-related objects
will not be considered (e.g. attributes for validity in certifi
cates or time-stamps in messages). These are required for
local verification operations and secure protocols. The same
holds true for digital signatures. Next, procedures for getting
sequences of certificates and assuring their existence are also
considered to be a local matter.
The scope of this analysis is to provide a public key
certification infrastructure for proper operation of local veri
fication procedures and secure protocols. The requirements
(set of rules) will be logically derivedfrom a threats analysis
and from additional issues, which are logically structured
into different categories. However, these categories are of
equal importance, and they are partially interrelated.

2.1 Experiences With Existing CA Structure
As already mentioned, a certification infrastructure has
been established within the PASSWORD project. It has
followed PEM system requirements (Kent, 1993) with
deployment of a European X.500 system. The following
problem has been identified — assume that an organisa
tional unit “a” provides a CA service for an organisation
“b” in a country “c”. The related certificates (and Certifi
cate Revocation Lists — CRLs (ISO, 1992)) have to be
stored in an entry “C=c;0=b;0U=a” in the Directory
Information Base (DIB (ISO, 1992)). If this part of the
Directory Information Tree (DIT (ISO, 1992)) is managed
by another organisation, conformance with PEM require
42

ments causes the following: Entity “a” is responsible for
the data, which it cannot fully control within a X.500
system, because they are stored in a DSA, which is effec
tively managed by another organisation. Therefore, every
change of the data, required by the CA, could be subject to
delays and effective service is not possible. Besides, there
exists a possibility of attacks by an organisation that
manages the DSA.
To solve the problem mentioned above, every CA should
be the master of its own entry. Would managing its own DSA
solve the problem? No — because of the nature of the X.500
system, new drawbacks are introduced:
— CA’s DSA entry is still managed by an organisation
which manages the name space down to the level
“C=c;0=b”. Thus effective management of a certifi
cate of its own DSA is not possible. Even worse, CRLs
cannot be accurately managed.
— If a superior DSA does not support strong authentica
tion, it cannot be issued a certificate and a security
chain is broken.
Unfortunately, it is impossible to avoid the first prob
lem mentioned above due to the nature of the X.500
system. The second problem, however, would be solved
(and the first one mitigated), if the CA could arbitrarily
choose a superior DSA. Also in this case, the requirement
for a CA’s own DSA would not be so strongly demanded.
To achieve this, a naming hierarchy should be separated
from a certification hierarchy.
It is a fact that X.500 infrastructure is already widely
established and that the certification structure will be incorpo
rated in the former one. Therefore, it could be thought that the
organisations managing DSAs should also take care for certi
fication service. Thus, an entity, which has got a right to
manage a part of a naming space, automatically gains control
over the corresponding certification hierarchy. This is unac
ceptable, as managing a global data base is completely differ
ent from providing users with certificates. If nothing else, this
scheme is very inflexible.
Finally, who will provide a global TLCA (Top Level
Certification Authority (Kent, 1993)) service to the whole
Internet community? It is very likely that due to strategic
reasons every country will want to be independent regarding
this matter. Conclusion:
— There will be more TLCAs in the global network.
— Certification hierarchy should be separatedfrom naming
hierarchy, at least in case of CAs.
R.2.1
In the approach that follows, flexibility is preserved, which
is very important for Internet growth. It is worth mentioning
that the flexibility of the Internet had a strong influence on its
evolution. For example, by deployment of domain name
system, routing of e-mail is independent of naming hierarchy
and the latter is independent of physical address space.
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2.2 CA Structure Model Requirements
Basic CA requirements are the following:
1 Prevention ofthreats—a system has to be resistant against
possible attacks.
2 Trust — this means that a user expects to find a sequence
of certificates that are issued by CAs that he/she trusts in
a certain context.
3 Management:
— all the certificates and certificate revocation lists (CRLs
(ITU-T, 1993)) should be easily accessible;
— to be able to use the infrastructure a user should
have at least initial information, i.e., a public key of
only one CA;
— the structure itself should be simple — effective certifi
cate issuing and CRL management.

R.2.2
The reason for the first requirement is obvious. The second
requirement is based on a fact that a user trusts those entities that
he/she wants to trust, and not those he/she is supposed to trust.
The third requirement is based again on the nature of human
reasoning — if getting certificates and their verification is a
complex and time consuming process, nobody will use them.
2.2.1 Trust issues
Despite the fact that a certificate basically provides binding
between an entity and a corresponding public key, it is
unrealistic to expect that every user will have only one
certificate for all his/her activities. Certificates can be seen as
an analogy to an ordinary document and every person has been
issued more such documents in real life. Thus certificates will
enable the user to act somehow on its basis in line with a
certain policy, determined by the issuer of certificates.
To assure users with various sequences of certificates,
a global CA structure has to be hierarchical, where hierar
chical means that only certain CAs will have a right to
issue certificates to certain users. This is one issue of a
security policy, which can be informally defined as some
set ofrules. Therefore, security policy actually dictates every
hierarchy and should be included as a field in a certificate
(e.g. by using issuerUniqueldentifier and/or
subjectUniqueldentifier in X.509(93) certificate). It is not the
intention of this paper to introduce security policy with
formal definitions (see e.g. (Trcek, Jerman and Pavesic,
1996)), but to point out its importance.
This conclusion is stated below along with additional
requirements:
1 The global CA structure should be hierarchical, where the
hierarchy is defined by a policy.
2 Users have to have unique names, which describe their
role(s), where naming is a responsibility of a naming
authority. This is achieved with the introduction of unique
names (UN), consisting of unique basic names (UBN) and
unique alias names (UAN). As implied, UBN is the user’s
basic name — all other names are aliases and all of them
are unique.
THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL. 29, No 2, MAY 1997

3 All users have to be able to generate their ownkeypair, where
only the public component is (physically) brought to a CA.
4 Users have to have entries in a global, electronic and
public database. A certificate is effective once it is stored
in a global, public (electronic) database.
5 The global public database system has to support strong
authentication and access control.
6 A CA can revoke only those certificates that were issued by
this CA (CRLs must have ISSUER attributes of the same
value as ISSUER fields in the sequence of certificates,
contained in the CRL).
7 A certificate may be issued only when a prototype certifi
cate with new public key is submitted.
8 Any CA is allowed to sign another user or CA if the latter
conforms to the policy of this CA.
9 Every user has to have an access to the global timing
reference and every packet should have a time stamp.
R.2.3
Unique names (UNs) are introduced to point out the
importance of treating naming as a separate issue and to
prevent implications that the rules are intended for an X.500
environment only. Reasons for the requirements above are:
— Requirement R.2.3.1 — the reasons have already been
given at the beginning of this Section.
— Requirement R.2.3.2 — to prevent identification ambigui
ties in a global name space.
— Requirement R.2.3.3 — a secret key remains secret only if
a user generates it. As keys will not be subject to frequent
changes and, as nowadays everybody has enough process
ing power at hand, this requirement is easy to fulfil.
— Requirement R.2.3.4 — it is included to prevent threats as
described in Section 2.2.2. and to fulfil the third require
ment of R.2.2.
— Requirement R.2.3.5 — it is included to prevent threats, so
only a legitimate user can modify his/her own entry, while
others can access it using read and/or compare operations
(in case of certificate this means that the SUBJECT field
must be the same as entry ’ s unique name). Detailed reasons
are given in Section 2.2.2.
— Requirement R.2.3.6 — the reason is the third requirement
in R.2.2. Although every hierarchically superior CA is in a
position to revoke any certificate below it by simply
revoking the first subordinated certificate, this is not prac
tical. Next, if the lowest-level certificate has to be revoked,
it could be put on any CRL under the C A in question, which
is in charge for a certain policy. But this would result in
complicated CRL checks. Instead of checking only CRL
list at the ISSUER, the whole branch of CRLs below the top
one would then have to be checked.
— Requirement R.2.3.7 — it is included to prevent threats as
it will be described in Section 2.2.2. Along withjrequirement R.2.3.4 it makes possible issuing of new certificates
without a need for a user to physically appear at a CA,
except for the first time.
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— RequirementR.2.3.8—is anatural consequence of R.2.3.1.
Entities, which are known directly, are trusted more than
those which are known indirectly. Therefore sequences of
certificates needed for public key verification should be as
short as possible.
— Requirement R.2.3.9 — it is hard to prevent reply without
an incremental counter or time-stamp, where time stamps
are a more general solution. It is also hard to reconstruct
successful attacks without a time frame.
2.2.2. Prevention of threats
The basis for the issues given in this Section is taken from the
threats analysis written by M Roe (1992).
Loss of Confidentiality
Loss of confidentiality may occur:
a when the user’s local key storage is compromised;
b when a private key is intercepted at transmission between
a User Agent and a local storage unit;
c when the key generation process is compromised (bad keys
are generated);
d when a malicious CA disables security mechanisms.
The prevention of the threats a, c and d above is achieved,
if the requirement R.2.3.3 in Section 2.2.1 is met. Threat b is
a local matter and thus out of the scope of this paper.
Modification of Data
Possible threats are:
a modification of certificate contents during transmission;
b modification of stored certificates;
c modification of security attributes prior to being packaged
in a certificate (made by user, attacker, or malicious CA).
Threat a is prevented by the nature of a certificate (signature)
itself. It is very easy to check the digital signature, yet it is
computationally very hard to forge it. The same holds true for
threat b, where R.2.3.4 additionally prevents this threat. Regard
ing threat c, a user is able to modify only his/her public or private
key, which a CA would immediately note because of R.2.3.7. An
attack during transmission is prevented by R.2.3.3. And finally,
malicious CA operation can be easily detected by R.2.3.4. If the
ISSUER field is forged then this can be noted as the certificate
is made public via an electronic database and everybody can
check that the public component of a falsified UN does not verify
digital signature (the same holds true for algorithm identifier
fields). If the subject field is forged, such certificate cannot be
entered into an appropriate UN entry of a global database
(R.2.3.5). If version and serial number fields are forged then this
is identified, as all the certificates issued by a CA are publicly
accessible via an electronic database. Therefore, automatic
checking procedures can be applied.
Masquerade
Masquerade occurs, when an entity pretends to be a differ
ent entity:
44

a masquerade as a user requesting a certificate,
b masquerade as a CA issuing a certificate,
c masquerade as a CA during cross-certification.
Threat a is prevented by R.2.3.3, because a user has to
physically appear at a CA (at least for the first time) and can
be identified. Threat b is prevented by R.2.3.4, as the digital
signature can be checked with a public key of an entity that a
rogue CA pretends to be. The same holds true for threat c.
False Repudiation
This occurs when one entity denies sending or receiving
information in one of the following cases:
a repudiation by a user of having requested a certificate,
b repudiation by a user of having received a secret key,
c repudiation by a user of having requested the revocation of
a certificate,
d repudiation by a CA of having issued a certificate,
e repudiation by a CA of having revoked a certificate,
f repudiation by a CA of having requested a cross-certificate.
Threats a and f are prevented by R.2.3.5—if the user (CA)
has not requested a certificate (cross-certificate), he/she will
not store it in the database. Threat b is prevented by R.2.3.3.
Regarding threat c, assume that a private key has been
compromised. There will definitely be no reactions, as long
as a legitimate user does not recognise this fact. Then the user
simply sends an e-mail request to a CA and asks for revoca
tion. The CA is always in a position to check the digital
signature of the message. It is very unlikely that such an
action will be undertaken by another person who is not
entitled to use the compromised private component. But if
this person sent a request, it would be even better — a CA
could again check the digital signature and revoke a certifi
cate. This way, further false use of a compromised key is
stopped. The legitimate user is informed about this and
generates another key pair. Then the user encrypts a message
with a C A’s public key and sends a prototype certificate to the
CA (R.2.3.7). The CA signs the key and sends a certificate
back to the user, who puts it in a directory. If the attacker also
sends a prototype certificate with another public key, the CA
will immediately recognise that two certificates are issued for
the same UN with different public keys and would stop the
process. If the attacker does this before a legitimate user, he/
she will have to put it in a database, which is very hard
because of R.2.3.4. He/she should also know the password
and the additional security attributes for the strong authenti
cation with a data processer.
And this is a very interesting feature of the system that is
compliant with requirements in this paper. Namely, such a
system is self-regenerative in a sense that, when issuing a new
certificate, a physical contact between a CA and a user is
required only once, and that is when issuing certificatefor the
first time. All subsequent certificates can be issued over the
network without a need for a physical contact.
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Regarding threat d, repudiation by a CA of having issued
a certificate is hindered by a fact that the certificate contains
its UN and its digital signature, which can be verified by the
CA’s public key that is found in the CA’s entry in the database.
The same holds true for repudiation of revoking a certificate,
mentioned in threat e. The problem is, however, when a CA
does not revoke a certificate according to the owner’s request.
To solve this problem, the user has to be provided with a proof
of delivery of his/her request to the CA.

So every communication with a data processer should be
done using strong authentication to prevent masquerade of the
system. Applying this requirement to X.500, a drawback,
already mentioned in 2.1, is introduced.
Requirement R.2.4 should be fulfilled also by alternatives,
e.g. WHOIS++ (Gargano and Weiss, in preparation) and
front-end systems, e.g. SOLO (Huitema etal, 1994).

2.4 Guidelines for a CA Architecture

To prevent masquerade, a requirement for a database is
straightforward:

Users will certainly have to have multiple key pairs because of
the conclusion from Section 2.2.1 (R.2.3.2). It is a common
reasoning that when one public component is signed by a certain
CA, it means that this CA allows the user to use the key according
to the set of rules that express the CA’s policy. So if the user is
allowed to have signed the same public component by another
CA with a different set of rules, this means that the key pair
effectively embodies the union of two sets of rules. This is not a
serious problem, as the user’s entry would contain two certifi
cates and according to R.2.3.4 both superior CAs could see if the
CA in question violates any of their policies.
It should be emphasised that it is a certificate, which
embodies a CA policy and not a key. Again, policy means that
a certain person, whose role is identified by a UN, is allowed
to do certain tasks, identified by a CA’s rules. Therefore, if a
CA has not put restrictions on a public key (its length, for
example), the user may have the same key in multiple certifi
cates, signed by different CAs.
A practice of having many certificates with equal ISSUER
fields and equal SUBJECT fields (be it with the same or
different key pairs) should be avoided. It is obvious that the
certificates with same ISSUER/SUBJECT fields and same
keys are completely obsolete. In case of different keys the
following should be considered. When a CA signs a key, this
means that it allows the user to sign the data with that key
according to its policy, which means that one key pair is
usually enough and others just add complexity to certificate
management. However, if one entity insists on having multi
ple key-pairs per UN, this is acceptable as long as both are
signed by the same CA, because of the threat described below.
Assume a case of a CA having two key pairs. Suppose a CA
signs certificates with one key and the CRL with another. This
means that one key (used to sign user’s key) has to be verified
against one sequence of certificates, and the other one for
CRLs against another sequence of certificates. When verify
ing each of these sequences, the same problem with two
additional sequences for each starting sequence of certificates
may appear again. Even worse, this would be in a hierarchy,
where ISSUER and SUBJECT can be on the same hierarchi
cal level, where this could result in loops and infinite proce
dures. Thus we can conclude:

— Every data processer has to have its own certificate to
prevent masquerade, which should be signedby the TLCA, as
a global and public database requires general confidence.
R.2.4

— Multiple key pairs per UN are allowed only if they certifi
cates have the same ISSUERfield OR ifeach CRL is signed
by all keys.
R.2.5

Misuse of Privilege
Misuse of privilege means that a CA performs actions it was
trusted never to do in one of the following cases:
a a CA uses a user’s private key to forge signatures,
b a CA uses a user’s private key to decrypt confidential
information,
c a CA uses incorrect certificates to subvert security mecha
nisms,
d a CA uses an incorrect CRL to cause denial of service.
Threats a and b are prevented by R.2.3.3. Threat c is
prevented by R.2.3.4, which makes the results of CA
operations public and everybody is in a position to check
these results. The only problems that occur in this case are
time delays that are shortened to the minimum due to the
public availability of the results of a CA’s operations. For
instance, incorrect certificates cannot be harmful, as they
are not effective until users put them in a database; users
are always in a position to verify the certificate before
storing them in the database.
Similar reasoning applies to d. As soon as a user is
informed about the fact that a CA has revoked his/her certifi
cate, he/she can insist on showing a revocation request to a
third party. As a CA is not able to forge the digital signature
(R.2.3.3), it has no proof of a revocation request (R.2.3.7) and
can thus be charged. Time delays are certainly introduced this
way, but they cannot be avoided.
Exceeding Authority
It occurs when a CA performs unauthorised actions:
a a CA issues a certificate for a member of an organisation
over which it has no jurisdiction;
b a CA revokes a certificate issued by another authority over
which it has no jurisdiction.
Threat a is prevented by R.2.3.8, and threat b by R.2.3.6.

2.3 Database Requirements
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Note that the requirements given so far support incorpora
tion of non-hierarchical systems (like PGP (Zimmerman,
1992)) in existing global hierarchy. When such a community
will be incorporated, it should preserve all internal function
ality, otherwise users might refuse to use it. This means that in
a global context certificates in question will be of the same
hierarchical level. Corollary:
1 It is a certificate that embodies a CA’s policy. Therefore it
should be possible to get information about the certifi
cate’s issuing policy.
2 Users may have many certificates because of the differ
ent roles they have in their life, where the various roles
will be identified by different UN in the SUBJECTfield
of certificates.
3 Except in case ofR.2.5, users (CAs) may have only one key
pair per UN. However, they are allowed to have multiple
certificatesfor the same SUBJECT UN, but with different
ISSUER UNs. This means that users may have the same key
pair signed by different CAs, if CAs have not put specific
restrictions on the keys.
R.2.6
It is important to notice that R.2.6 rules do not prohibit
prototype certificates, where one entity creates a self-signed
certificate. Thus revocation procedures as described in 2.2.2.
IV can be carried out via a database. Moreover, the top-level
CA should have its self-signed certificate stored in a database
by default. This is far more convenient than publishing its
public key in newspapers, for example. A prototype certifi
cate in an electronic database that fulfils R.2.3.4, R.2.3.5 and
R.2.4 has the same level of trust as those published in a
newspaper, but it is already in electronic form and can be used
directly without manual retyping, which is time consuming
and error-prone.
Careful readers might have noticed that in this paper we
have assumed properties which can easily be adopted by
the 84 version of X.509 certificate. Thus building a certi
fication infrastructure can be accomplished by the most
widespread systems that actually support only 84 certifi
cate. To specify a policy, a separate field can be used in a
secured database entry.
To avoid situations where more certificates with the
same ISSUER and SUBJECT field would appear and
would thus complicate verification processes (as all cer
tificates in such an entry should be checked), the following
could be required:
— Users (and CAs) may not have two or more certificates
with the same ISSUER and SUBJECTfields, which means
that one CA is allowed to sign only one certificate per UN.
R.2.7
In the case of a 93 certificate, the policy could be put into
a new attribute, while the other additional field could be used
for global unique identification of certificate. This would
make R.2.7 obsolete. As we are catering for the set of rules
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which could be immediately used with existing systems,
R.2.7 is proposed. Note that it does not contradict R.2.5, but
it merely restricts it to make it easier to use the oldest version
of X.509(88) specification.
In the end it should be emphasised that all other issues,
which are not explicitly explained or addressed, should be
interpreted according existing standards (Huitema etal, 1994;
ISO, 1992; ISO,-1988; ITU-T, 1996).

3 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the importance of general properties of a public
key certification infrastructure is pointed out and a general set
of rules is given. The approach is based on a policy as a
starting point to define hierarchies. Reference requirements
are given that are suitable for small and global environments
to preserve their openness and scalability. Local procedures
are not imposed, which can therefore be completely defined
locally and can thus accommodate any policy requirements.
Furthermore, the requirements for a global database are very
loose and can be met by various implementations.
As already mentioned, certificates will be heavily ex
tended with additional data fields (ITU-T, 1996). The
approach in this paper is general enough to accommodate
these additional possible attributes in another way. It can
be seen also as a complementary part of version 3. For
example, one of the advantages of V3 is provision of users
with more user-friendly data (like RFC 822 e-mail address
of the SUBJECT), which is in line with the UBN/UAN
concept in the paper. However, it should be noted that
automatic verification procedures could be developed
without these extensions, using just 93 extensions. Two
additional fields in a 93 certificate give the possibility for
global unique identification and a verification path of a
certificate and a policy specification.
The main open problem is the formalisation of security
policy, which is just descriptively mentioned in (ISO, 1998)
and PEM RFCs (Kent, 1993), but is vital for operational
global infrastructure, especially to enable automatic verifica
tion procedures.
At the end it should be mentioned that certification infra
structure in general has also become a target of standardisa
tion efforts within IETF. Although currently at a draft stage
(e.g. (Farrell, Adams and Ford, 1996; Housley, Ford and
Solo, 1996)), the reader is advised to follow these efforts, as
they should evolve into standards in the near future.
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INTRODUCTION
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
develop and promulgate standards worldwide. The re
sponsibility for developing standards for Information Tech
nology falls within the scope of Joint Technical Commit
tee 1 (JTCI). A set of procedures has been published and
by implementing them the development of an Interna
tional Standard by ISO/IEC JTCI is possible in a little
under four years, but typically takes six or more years.
While this time may be satisfactory for some industries,
the IT industry is itself developing at a rate that often
renders some standards obsolete soon after their publica
tion. It would appear that the paradigm adopted by Work
ing Groups is not adequate. The development of the stand
ard for Functional Size Measurement, ISO/IEC 14143-1,
will be examined. Based on this work by one of the
Working Groups within JTCI, specifically SC7/WG12, a
better paradigm is proposed.

STRUCTURE OF THE PAPER
The International Standards for Information Technology
are developed by a Joint Technical Committee, JTC1, of
the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
and the International Electrotechnical Committee (IEC).
To assist in the technical work of developing standards,
JTCI has produced a set of Procedures Manuals.
This paper examines these procedures and identifies
problem areas in their implementation. The effects of these
problems can be minimised with due care given to manage
ment issues. Using as a basis the development of one
particular standard — the Definition of Functional Size
Measurement, within ISO/IEC JTC1/SC7 WG12 — an
improved developmental paradigm is proposed.
Keywords: standards, ISO, metrics, function points,
software engineering.

A request to change the original working title of “Definition of Functional
Size Measurement” has been forwarded to JTC1 along with the final version
of the standard. Publication of the document as an International Standard is
expected in 1997. The full title is expected to be “Information Technology —
Software Measurement — Functional Size Measurement — Part 1: Defini
tion of Concepts”.
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The work for developing the standards has been devolved
by JTCI to a large number of Sub-committees (SC) and
Working Groups (WG). The structure, membership and
products are described in Section 1. To assist these Sub
committees and Working groups, detailed procedures have
been developed. These are described briefly in Section 2.
These procedures provide a structure around which the
technical work of the Working Groups can be managed
and there are many ways of interpreting the procedures.
Section 3 describes a typical case, built up from the
author’s experiences within SC7, the Sub-committee for
software engineering. As is often the case, adoption of
procedures brings with it both benefits and problems. The
main benefit is a standardised process of development. A
selection of problems is described in Section 4. Cognisant
of these problems, the Australian Sub-group of WG12 set
about creating a procedure and support structure that
would minimise the detrimental effects of these problems.
The work of the Australian Sub-group is described in
Section 5. Section 6 describes the proposed new paradigm
and Section 7 provides a conclusion.

1 BACKGROUND TO ISO/IEC JTC1/SC7
1.1 The Structure
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
constitute the system for worldwide development and
promulgation of standards. Because of the rate of innova
tion in the area of information technology (IT), ISO and
IEC j ointly formed a Joint Technical Committee (JTC 1) in
1987 to deal with the special requirements of IT (CEC,
1988). The scope of JTCI is “standardisation in the field
of information technology” (ISO/IEC, 1995). In order to
THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL. 29, No 2, MAY 1997
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efficiently cope with the variety of work within such a
broad scope, JTCI has divided its work amongst a
number of sub-committees (SC), of which SC7 is con
cerned with software engineering. In turn, the work of
SC7 is divided amongst a number of working groups
(WG) (see Table 1), of which WG12 is concerned with
Functional Size Measurement.
Table 1: The SC7 Working Groups.

bution to the work of JTCI and can have their privileges
revoked if they do not fulfil their responsibilities.
Participatory attendance at JTCI meetings is by persons
accredited by their National Bodies to do so and they are
known as ‘experts’. Persons who are not accredited may
attend by permission of the Working Group Convenor. How
ever, even though their country of origin may be a P-member,
they may not vote on behalf of that P-member. Those who
take part in the Working Groups do so voluntarily and in an
unpaid capacity.

NAME

NUMBER
WG2

System Software Documentation

1.3 The Documents

WG4

Tools and Environment

WG6

Evaluation and Metrics

WG7

Life Cycle Management

ISO produces two main groups of end documents, namely
the International Standard and the Technical Reports, of
which there are three types. This paper deals with the
process of developing an International Standard, however
a brief description of Technical Reports is included to
explain the relationship between the two products.
Of the three types of Technical Reports, Type 1 refers
to a failed Committee Draft (CD) or Draft International
Standard (DIS), that is, a document on which international
consensus could not be reached. A Type 2 Technical
Report is on a subject still under technical development, or
where agreement can be reached in the future (but not at
the present). A Type 3 Technical Report contains informa
tion different from that which would normally be pub
lished as an IS, for example a model or framework, tech
nical requirements, planning information or testing crite
ria methodology
In contrast, an International Standard reflects in part a
more mature environment. The general requirements for
an International Standard are that “the social and eco
nomic long-term benefits of an IS should justify the total
cost of preparing, adopting and maintaining the Standard.
The technical consideration should demonstrate that the
proposed standard is technically feasible and timely and
that it is not likely to be made obsolete quickly by advanc
ing technology or to inhibit the benefits of technology to
users”. (JTCI, 1995)
International Standards are reviewed every five years,
resulting in retention without change, revision to reflect
the current state of technology, or withdrawal without
replacement.

WG8

Support of Life Cycle Processes

WG9

Software Integrity

WG10

Software Process Assessment

WG11

SE Data Description and Representation

WG12

Functional Size Measurement

The scope of SC7 is the “standardisation of management
techniques, processes, methods and tools necessary for the
engineering, development, maintenance and support of soft
ware products”. (This definition of the scope is currently
under review by SC7.)
The scope of WG12 is “to establish a set of practical
standards for functional size measurement. Functional size
measurement is a general term for methods of sizing software
from an external viewpoint and encompasses methods such as
Function Point Analysis” (SC7, 1994).

1.2 Membership
Membership of JTCI and its SCs is on a country, not indi
vidual person, level. There are three types of membership of
JTCI and its SCs (ISO/IEC, 1995).
1 Participating members have the power to vote. These so
called ‘P-members’ are National Bodies (NB) that are
either Member Bodies of ISO or National Committees
of IEC, or both. Only one NB per country may be a
member of JTCI. Examples are SA in Australia, DIN in
Germany, BSI in the UK and ANSI in the USA.
2 Observing members (‘O-members’) do not have the
power to vote but may attend all meetings, make contri
butions and receive documents. They are also Member
Bodies of ISO or National Committee of IEC, or both.
3 Liaison members have no power of vote, and some
options to attend meetings and receive documents,
depending on the category of liaison.
Note that a National Body may have one type of
membership of JTC 1 and different types for the various
sub-committee.
Currently there are some 28 P-members of SC7. P-mem
bers have defined responsibilities with respect to their contri
THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL. 29, No 2, MAY 1997

2 THE PROCESS OF DEVELOPING STANDARDS
There are one optional stage and five mandatory stages in
the development of an International Standard. The op
tional stage is a preliminary preparation stage (Stage 0)
and is complete when the proposers of the new work item
are confident of their proposal. The length of Stage 0 is not
controlled by the Information Technology Task Force of
ISO/IEC (ITTF). The lengths of Stages 1 to 5 are pontrolled by ITTF and are influenced by the Plenary meetings.
The typical minimum duration of each stage is illustrated
in Figure 1.
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A New Work Item Proposal (NP) is submitted about four
months prior to a Plenary Meeting (held around June of
each year). This is distributed to all members to give an
opportunity to review the NP before it is formally ac
cepted, or rejected, at the Plenary. If the NP is accepted at
the Plenary, it is circulated to all participating members
(P-members) for balloting. Acceptance is a simple major
ity, plus commitment by at least five P-members to ac
tively participate.
This stage ends with approval of the project.
Depending on the administration time, this stage takes
about 9 months.

2.2 Preparatory Stage (Stage 2)
During this stage a Working Draft (WD) is developed. It is not
uncommon for several Working Drafts to be produced. WDs
are distributed to as wide an audience as deemed necessary by
the Convenor. At least the final WD must be registered with
ITTF and distributed to all SC7 members.
This stage ends with passing of the WD to SC7 Secretariat
for registration, by ITTF, as a Committee Draft.
This stage usually takes at least one year four months from
the submission of the NP, since raising of a WD to CD status
most commonly takes place at a Plenary. Recently, a maxi
mum of three years (from approval of the NP) has been
imposed for this stage.

2.3 Committee Stage (Stage 3)
During this stage at least one of the following takes place.
The Committee Draft is distributed for discussion at an SC
meeting, for comment by correspondence or for letter
ballot. Substantial support is required for advancement to
a Draft International Standard (DIS). If it is rejected, then
a subsequently amended CD is submitted at the next
Plenary, or JTCI may request its publication as a Techni
cal Report Type 1.
This stage ends with acceptance (with or without amend
ments) and submission to SC7 Secretariat for registration by
ITTF as a DIS.
As for the previous stage, the common minimum time is
two years four months. Recently, a maximum of four years has
been imposed for this stage.

2.4 Approval Stage (Stage 4)
ITTF distributes the DIS as a letter ballot (four months). A two
thirds majority of those voting is required for acceptance as
well as no more than 25% negative votes. If more than 50% of
the P-members do not vote, then the DIS has failed.
An unsuccessful ballot may result in the publication of a
Technical Report Type 1, or else a rewrite and resubmission
results. If the ballot is successful, then the DIS is revised as per
comments and the revised text, with a disposition of com
ments, is forwarded to ITTF for publication
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Resulting
Document

Cumulative Time
(Typical Minimum)

2.1 Proposal Stage (Stage 1)
Stage 0:
Preliminary

This stage is optional

New Work Item
Proposal (NP)

Stage 1:
Proposal

9 months

NP accepted

Stage 2:
Preparatory

1 year 4 months

Committee Draft
CD

Stage 3:
Committee

2 years 4 months

Draft International
Standard - DIS

Stage 4:
Approval

3 years 4 months

International Standard
submitted - IS

Stage 5:
Publication

4 years

IS published

Source: Amended from Rehesaar, 1996
Figure 1: The Developmental Process.

2.5 Publication Stage (Stage 5)
ITTF publishes the International Standard

3 THE CURRENT PARADIGM
All work on the development of International Standards is done
at the Working Group level, by experts of the Working Group.
In general, Working Groups meet twice per year. The first
meeting (in or around June) is held jointly with the SC7 Plenary.
It is at these meetings that documents are typically submitted for
advancement from one stage to the next. It is not uncommon for
Working Groups to meet for several days before the Opening
Plenary session , as well as for the duration of the Plenary, in
order to have enough time to achieve consensus. This is often
because there has not been sufficient preparatory work done for
the meeting. If consensus is not reached at or before the Plenary,
consideration continues after the Plenary by correspondence (or
in some cases another WG meeting is convened). Since it is
difficult to reach consensus by correspondence and the WG
meetings are expensive for the attendees, it is not uncommon that
such a consensus is not reached until the following scheduled
WG meeting - usually six months later. These meetings end on
a Friday with the Closing SC7 Plenary. The second annual
meeting is an individual working group meeting and is held as
a pure working session, commonly for a week.
Meetings are held in the country of the sponsoring P-mem
ber, which issues an invitation to SC7. Table 2 lists recent, and
planned, venues relevant to the work on Functional Size Meas
urement, WG12.
Table 2: Venues for WG12 Meetings
YEAR
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997

PLENARY
Japan (Tokyo)
Canada (Ottawa)
Australia (Brisbane)
The Czech Republic (Prague)
USA (San Francisco)

INDIVIDUAL
The Czech Republic (Prague)
Germany (St Augustin)
Ireland (Dublin)
The Netherlands (Amsterdam)
Italy or Australia
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The process for developing standards follows the 6 stages
(Stage 0 to Stage 5) which were described in Section 2.
Ideally, a Project Editor is appointed at Stage 1. Occasionally,
two or perhaps three co-editors are appointed if the size of the
standard and the workload warrants it. According to the guide
lines , “it is the responsibility of the Project Editor to maintain the
document throughout the stages of the technical work” (ISO/
IEC, 1995), that is from initial approval to publication.
The technical work is done by the experts in the Working
Group. As an aid to speedy progress, the work may be
subdivided in a number of ways; for example, on logical
grounds or the geographical location of the experts. This is the
ideal. Often the work is done entirely by the Project Editor, be
the standard large or small. The use of a coherent development
team is often not considered feasible. Reasons include too
many projects, too few Working Group experts (or a combi
nation of the two), the project is too small to split up and retain
cohesion, or those experts who are interested in working on it
are geographically distant. Add to this the fact that standards
work is not only unpaid, but also, more often than not, not
supported actively by an expert’s employer. These problems
will be discussed in detail in the next Section.
The purpose of the twice yearly meetings is to allow all
experts of the WG to discuss the progress of the standards and
to comment on the latest versions. Ideally, all the documents
that are to be discussed at the meeting are distributed to all
experts in good time to allow for a thorough consideration
prior to the meeting. In reality, this does not always happen.
At the meetings, the documents are dealt with either in
plenary (WG level) or in small groups with a report to a WG
plenary. The Project Editor and team then have till the next
meeting to make the necessary advances or changes. If the
meeting is during an SC7 Plenary, then the opportunity exists
to advance the document to the next stage: WD to CD, CD to
DIS and DIS to IS.

meetings. In 1993, the Plenary was held in Japan, resulting in
a larger than normal Asian contingent. In 1994, in Canada, the
North Americans were larger in number than normal. In 1995,
in Australia, the Japanese had their largest contingent, as did
of course Australia.
The problem appears to be not only one of cost, but also the
time taken to travel to and from distant locations.
4.1.2 Language
ISO meetings are held in English. This results in a constraint
when choosing experts which does not necessarily relate to
their expertise in their chosen field, but rather to their ability
to express themselves clearly and accurately in English.
Furthermore, agreeing on precise meanings of words in
English among English speakers of one country is often
frustrating. Among English speakers from different (Englishspeaking) countries it is even more difficult. And yet, at ISO
meetings it is expected that agreement be reached on the
precise and unambiguous meanings of English words among
speakers of English, the majority of whom do not have English
as their native tongue.

The specific problems encountered while developing ISO
standards can be categorised into logistical and organisa
tional. Although they will be presented here separately, they
are in fact related, with many organisational problems arising
from the inflexible nature of the logistics.

4.1.3 Sub-group membership
Ideally, the development of the standard between meet
ings should be carried out by a sub-group, under the
guidance of the Project Editor. Such a sub-group should
have experts who can meet on a frequent basis (at least
once per month) in order for the work to progress at a
commendable rate. However, as explained in 4.1.1, the
membership of a Working Group is geographically di
verse, placing a constraint on the selection of experts for
a sub-group. Ideally, a sub-group expert should be able to
attend a meeting without spending a night away from
home. Modern air travel allows experts to be up to 1,500
kilometres distant from the monthly meeting venue (equat
ing to about 90 minutes flying time). This means that
experts of a sub-group need to be chosen from a restricted
geographical area. Assuming that there are Working Group
experts that conform to such a requirement (which there
often are not), experts of the sub-group are chosen not on
their interest in the specific project, but rather their ability
to attend meetings.
J

4.1 Logistical Problems.

4.2 Organisational Problems

4.1.1 A World-wide membership
Members of ISO are geographically diverse. This cannot be
altered. Although, strictly speaking, ‘international’ can mean
‘between two nations’ it has come to have the sense of ‘world
wide’ . This brings with it the problem of communication, both
physical and non-physical. Meetings are held twice a year
only. They are held in different countries (see Table 1) for a
number of reasons, one of which is to attempt to equalise
pressures of time and cost that world travel presents.
That world travel for ISO experts is a constraint is borne
out by considering the profile of the experts at the Plenary

4.2.1 Authorship
For reasons such as the one described in 4.1.3, it is possible
for draft documents to have been developed by only one
person, often the Project Editor. While the Working Groups
are comprised of acknowledged experts in their fields, it is
naive to propose that any one person can know all there is to
know. Thus any document produced by one person will only
reflect that person’s viewpoint and experience. Tabling such
a document at a Working Group meeting will result in far more
and varied criticism than one which is already the result of a
consensus. The consequence of this is that more time is taken

4 SPECIFIC PROBLEMS
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in amending such a document than would have been spent
developing it by a group. This invariably results in a delay of
12 months in advancing the document to the next stage.
4.2.2 Preview of Discussion Documents
All too often, documents, whether they were developed by a
group or an individual, have not been subjected to a wider
review process prior to discussion at the WG meeting. Distri
bution several weeks prior to the WG meeting, though cer
tainly desirable, is not sufficient. Sufficient time should be
allocated for comments to be received by the Project Editor,
collated and distributed prior to the meeting. This will allow
all experts to prepare responses and make for a more produc
tive meeting.
4.2.3 Pre-distribution of Discussion Documents
A major factor affecting productivity of WG meetings is the
practice of allowing registration at the meeting of key docu
ments. It is unreasonable to expect well thought out discussion
of such a document. Furthermore, experts would be express
ing only their own personal opinion and not that of their
country. It is also possible that the expert does not have the
specific expertise required to discuss the paper. Decisions
thus cannot be made until the experts have been able to discuss
the documents in their countries, adding to the time taken to
reach a conclusion.
4.2.4 Pre-registration of Experts
Yet another factor affecting productivity is not knowing
who or how many will be attending the meetings. This
affects not only accommodation arrangements for the
meetings, but more essentially it means that, despite all
efforts, a number of experts will attend without the benefit
of having received (or read) documents in advance. While
accreditation of experts by their country’s standards or
ganisation is mandatory, many experts do not receive this
(nor it would seem is it applied for) in time for early receipt
of documents to occur. Working Group convenors ask that
intending experts inform them, but this too does not ensure
notification in time to forward documents.
This situation is even more of a problem at Plenaries where
ballot comments are to be discussed and disposed of. The ideal
is that all draft dispositions of comments are agreed upon at the
end of the Plenary. This can only occur if all countries which
have registered comments are represented at the meeting. If
they are not, then discussions, by mail or telephone, take place
between the Project Editor and the country’s representative
after the meeting. This can delay movement of the document
to the next stage. If it is known in advance that a relevant
country will not be represented, then such discussions can take
place in advance and the decision brought to the meeting.
Agreement can then be reached at the Plenary meeting. All too
often, this does not happen.
While pre-registration of experts is promoted by JTCI, it
is not mandated, nor can it be under the current environment.
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4.2.5 Centralised Funding
All the experts of the Working Groups are volunteers.
Some have the full support of their employers for time and
costs, while others have no such support and attend meet
ings as part of their annual leave and at their own cost.
Some have the support of their organisations for time and
receive funding from other sources. ISO/IEC does not
provide financial support for attendance at meetings.
Depending on the degree of industry assistance pro
cured by the sponsoring NB of a meeting, experts may
also be charged money for attending the meetings.
Accommodation and food are always the responsibility
of the expert. National Bodies, too, are voluntary and
do not, as a rule, provide financial assistance. Some do,
for example Standards Australia (SA) assists a limited
number of experts.
Lack of funding leads to a number of problems,
some of which relate to the logistics, namely, attend
ance at the twice yearly meetings and in the formation
of sub-groups. It makes it impossible for many experts
to know in advance whether they will have the time and
the not inconsiderable funds required to attend. It also
results in Working Groups and Sub-groups only having
experts who have both the independent funds and time
to take an active role in the development process. Thus
it has the potential to exclude many talented and knowl
edgeable persons.
4.2.6 Continuity of Expert
A direct result of the lack of centralised funding, is a lack
of continuity in the membership of the Working Groups.
While most Groups enjoy a solid core of experts who work
hard and long and attend all meetings, there are a number
of ‘permanent’ experts who do not attend all meetings.
This is largely due to time and cost constraints, and
disruption due to them is minimal because they keep up to
date via correspondence and perhaps also attendance at
sub-group meetings.
Problems arise from two cases. The first is when a
country does not have sufficient experts and an expert
must attend more than one Working Group. Great dis
ruption occurs when such an expert must be brought up
to date with proceedings each time he or she returns
after an absence of even a few hours. Invariably work
that has already been agreed upon must be revisited for
the benefit of the part-time expert. The second case is
that of the expert who attends for only one or two
meetings and is replaced by another who because a lack
of background knowledge can either add very little to
the discussions or else causes the meeting to revisit
previously completed work. Either way productivity
and quality suffers.
The lack of a reliable source of funds and an undertaking
by the recipient to stay with the Working Group for at least
three years are major contributors to this situation.
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5 THE DEVELOPMENT OF DIS 14143
5.1 Background
Since its introduction in 1979 by A Albrecht of IBM (Albrecht,
1979), Function Point Analysis has become arguably the most
used method for estimating the size of software (as opposed to
post-developmental methods of measuring actual size of
software, such as lines of code). This is despite its inadequa
cies in dealing with software other than what is known as
traditional MIS. Moreover, difficulties in the original method
to accommodate software other than MIS type has lead to a
proliferation of variations of function point analysis. Some of
these fit the original concept very closely, while others do so
in name only. Because of the number of variations in use,
practical comparisons of software size across organisations
and countries, often for the ultimate purpose of comparing
productivity, are not viable.
It is against this background, that work began in early 1993
to develop a suite of internationally agreed upon and accepted
standards for function point analysis, under the auspices of ISO/
EEC JTC1/SC7. In 1994, the name was changed to Functional
Size Measurement, since it was felt that the term ‘function point
analysis’ was too closely aligned to the well established EFPUG1
implementation of the original Albrecht concept.
The first informal meeting in 1993 was attended by Pam
Morris (from ASMA2, Australia), Paul Goodman (EFPUG3,
UK) and Rob Donellan (IFPUG, USA). A proposal was put to
ISO/IEC JTC1/SC7 in June 1993, jointly by Hugo Rehesaar
of Australia and Maarten Barth of The Netherlands. The
project was subsequently accepted and allocated to an existing
working group, WG6 Metrics and Evaluation, with Pam
Morris of Australia as the Project Editor. A separate working
group for Functional Size Measurement, WG12, was formed
in June 1994, with Hugo Rehesaar as the Convenor. Interna
tional meetings of WG12 are now held twice yearly and are
attended by up to 20 accredited experts from 10 countries. The
first of the suite of 5 standards, the Definition of Functional
Size Measurement, has now reached Draft International Stand
ard (DIS) status, in the two year minimum period allowed for
by ISO/IEC JTCI Procedures. The other four are at the
Preparatory Stage.

5.2 The WG12 Development Process
The New Work Item Proposal for Functional Size Measure
ment (under the title of Function Point Analysis) was accepted
at the 1993 SC7 Plenary in Tokyo. At the 1995 Plenary in
Brisbane the document was accepted for registration as a
Draft International Standard.
1
2

3

IFPUG — International Functional Point User Group — founded and
based in the USA. It publishes a quarterly newsletter, Metrics Views.
ASMA — Australian Software Metrics Association — founded in Syd
ney in 1989. Hugo Rehesaar was the foundation Secretary, Chairman
from 1992 to 1994, and the founder and first editor of Metrics Matters, the
journal of the Australian Software Metrics Association.
EFPUG—European Function Point User Group. Now known as EAFPUG
— the European Association of Function Point User Groups.
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Hugo Rehesaar is aware of no other work item
achieving DIS status in two years, except instances
where the work is adapting existing documents. The
reason for such fast progress is the way in which the
work has been managed.
The work originated from a need for international stand
ardisation which was expressed by industry practitioners.
This need was seen as being immediate and consequently a
way of achieving quick results had to be devised. Three key
areas were identified, namely,
— a breakdown of the work into manageable units,
— the formation of sub-groups based on geographic regions,
and
— external financial support for travel expenses.
The three regional sub-groups were Australia, Europe and
North America. Each was given a separate section of the
document to develop. While two of these were unavoidably
related, the third was able to be developed independently. This
work breakdown had, perhaps, the greatest influence on the
progress achieved. I will present here a description of the work
of the Australian Sub-group.
The Project Editor, Pam Morris, lives in Melbourne, a
city in which, coincidentally, function point analysis en
joys a very high profile. Not surprisingly, the first mem
bership of the Australian Sub-group was recruited from
Melbourne. However, it was important that membership
come from as wide a geographical span as possible, else it
would not be representative of Australia, rather a particu
lar city. Hugo Rehesaar, who presented the NP at Tokyo
was, of course, a member and is from Sydney. Other
members were recruited from Canberra, Perth, and Bris
bane. The Sub-group currently has a membership of eight
but has been as small as six and as large as ten. Such a
geographically diverse membership brought with it the
problems of travel in terms of time and cost. Table 3 gives
some comparisons of the time required to travel by air for
the Australian Sub-group member and European cities.
Table 3: Comparable Travel Times.
To Melbourne from

Time

Sydney

1:10

;
:

To London from

Time

Amsterdam

1:10

Bonn

1:20

Dublin

1:10

Paris

1:15

Brisbane

2:00

Rome

2:30

Perth

3:40

Helsinki

3:10

It was decided that meetings would need to be held at least
once per month for a full day if the required rate of progress
was to be achieved, and to offset the travel timq. It was
intended from the beginning that the first part of the standard
would be submitted for registration as a CD at the following
Plenary (1994). Members’ employer organisations were agree
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able to allow for time but, with the exception of one4, would
not fund interstate travel. One employer, DMR, until recently
provided office space for the monthly meetings. Although
initial seed funding was provided by ASMA, continued finan
cial support from ASMA was not possible. A request for funds
was drafted and submitted to the Federal Government Depart
ment of Industry, Science and Technology (DIST)5, after a
thorough search for the most likely source of funds. This
submission was successful and so the Sub-group could con
tinue to plan and work with the confidence that its members
would have the funds to attend the meetings. Attempts were
made also to obtain financial assistance from the industry at
large. More recently, a number of members’ employers have
provided limited funding.
The costs of attending the Tokyo Plenary were funded by
ASMA and subsequent WG12 meetings have been made
possible through the DIST grant. Standards Australia also
provides limited funds for attendance at meetings outside
Australia. This has also allowed for forward planning and a
continuity in the delegation. Separate funds were sought and
received to allow for the attendance of one of the Sub-group
to provide secretariat support at the first meeting of WG12 in
St Augustin. This additional support proved to be invaluable
in maintaining a fast pace during the meeting. It is the author’s
experience that there are substantial benefits to be gained by
the attendance at WG level meetings of persons who have
been intimately involved with the development of the docu
ments. The support afforded by them to the Project Editor is
immeasurable, especially in resolving questions tabled by
other experts.
The decision to schedule the monthly meetings for a full day
was serendipitous, being both satisfying for individual members
and productive. The meetings quickly settled into a routine. The
mornings allowed members to air their views, often resulting in
lively discussions. In the afternoon, consensus was quickly
reached and work for the next month was distributed.
Constant communications were maintained between the
Project Editor and the regional Sub-groups, with the Project
Editor being aware of the progress at all times. This allowed
for remedial action to be taken as slippages occurred and of
course ultimately resulted in the target dates being achieved,
for both the CD and the DIS registrations.
Many of the potential problems listed in Section 4 were
minimised through careful planning and management. For
example, the Working Draft was the result of the combined
input of the expert Sub-group. As such, it represented many
points of view and had gone through much debate before
being distributed at the SC7 level. This rigorous approach
continued during the CD stage and through to its current state
as a Draft International Standard.
4
5
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The Australian Taxation Office has funded the interstate travel for one
member from the beginning.
The author, on behalf of fellow members of the Australian Sub-group,
expresses thanks to DIST for its generous support of the development of
this International Standard.

Pre-distribution was ensured by distributing all key docu
ments directly from the WG12 Secretariat to interested per
sons, as well as through SC7. This meant that Dispositions of
Comments and other discussion documents were received in
advance of the meeting by all experts who had pre-registered
with the WG12 Secretariat. Copies were sent directly to the
National Bodies for those who had commented but had not
indicated they would attend and personally present and defend
their comments. The comments of those National Bodies who
had not attended were discussed and agreement reached at the
meeting. The results of the meeting were sent directly to them
by the WG12 Secretariat, asking for their further comments.
Direct and timely communication in such a manner further
ensures efficient progress.
The problems of continuity and pre-registration of experts
could not be avoided since these are the concern of the
individual National Bodies. However, an attempt to minimise
the effect of new members was made by sending, in advance,
copies of all discussion documents to the National Bodies
with the expectation that they would distribute to the experts
upon accreditation. This worked well, except where experts
did not obtain accreditation in advance of the start of the
meeting. As well, at the start of each of the WG meetings, the
Project Editor presented a history of the project and the WG
Convenor gave a presentation on the Procedures. This facili
tated early contributions from new experts.
The effort expended by the Project Editor, WG Convenor
and the Sub-groups has been considerable and worthwhile. It
illustrates that with the right planning, management and team,
standards can be developed in a minimum of time.

6 THE IMPROVED PARADIGM
A number of lessons can be learned from the way that WG 12
has developed the standard for Functional Size Measurement.
The following pulls together these lessons and describes
management initiatives that Convenors and Project Editors
can take to minimise the time taken to develop international
standards, while at the same time maximising the Standard’s
acceptance by the world community.
1 The Project Editor must ensure that he or she has the time
to manage the project. This requires a minimum of three
days per month, each month. The Project Editor must also
be the convenor of a Sub-group. One of the members of the
Sub-group must also take on the role of secretary to ensure
minutes are comprehensive and that documents are distrib
uted promptly. This time requirement applies equally to
Sub-group Convenors.
2 Unless the project is unusually small, it must be broken into
smaller units. One Sub-group is assigned to each unit of
work. The members of Sub-groups must be able to meet on
a monthly basis. To allow for sufficiently different ap
proaches, it is preferable that members do not reside in the
same city. Note that it is not necessary for members of the
Sub-groups to be accredited by their National Bodies.
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3 Project Editors and Sub-group convenors are to seek opin
ions from as many experts as possible. Whereas there is a
natural limit to the size of a Sub-group, no such limit should
exist for the distribution of working documents. It is the
responsibility of all persons involved in standards develop
ment to promote the knowledge and acceptance of Inter
national Standards.
However, casting such a wide net brings with it the
problems of cross-cultural interpretation of words. Project
Editors must remember one simple rule: one word with one
meaning and one meaning for one word. From the begin
ning a glossary of terms must be developed and maintained
throughout the project. According to Robert Lions from
Standards Australia, such a glossary is “relatively boring to
produce, but ... totally fundamental to standardisation”
(Lions, 1993).
4 Sub-group convenors must ensure that funding is sought
and obtained for, at the least, their attendance at the WG
level meetings. If the experts at the WG level meetings
have not been involved with the preceding development,
then is left to the Project Editor to defend the document.
This is, in practice, too onerous.
5 Careful preparation and the development of a comprehen
sive Project Plan proved to be essential in achieving the
milestones. A certain degree of inflexibility is intrinsic to
the JTCI Procedures. At the Ottawa (1994) Plenary, it was
made mandatory that all Project Editors submit a Project
Plan to the JTC 1 Secretariat. Such a Project Plan must map
the project’s milestones onto the JTC 1 and SC7 calendars,
and be constantly monitored. If not, then it is all too easy to
find the project delayed by a year simply because a dead
line was missed by a matter of weeks.
6 To ensure a smooth passage through the formal ballot
ing stages, the document must be distributed for full
comment and discussion at the Working Group level,
before distribution at the Sub-committee level. The
lower level of formality afforded at the WG level
results in a much faster turn around of comments and
opinions. It is wise to include in this informal distribu
tion any interested person, whether they are affiliated
with a National Body or not.
7 Attendance at the WG level meetings is essential for the
speedy resolution of comments. Funding for these meet
ings and the Sub-group meetings must be sought. Funding
must be reliable and continuing, sufficient to allow for
monthly Sub-group meetings and for attendance by at least
the Sub-group Convenors at the WG meetings. An arrange
ment similar to the World Bank may be appropriate. The
parallel would be that National Bodies contribute to a
central fund which then subsidises experts to the WG
meetings. However, since most, if not all, of the National
Bodies are not profit making, it is unlikely that they could
contribute sufficient funds. It therefore remains the respon
sibility of the Sub-groups and the individuals who are not
in a Sub-group to ensure funding.
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8 The prompt communication of working documents and
comments amongst the Sub-group members, Sub-groups
and other WG members is essential. Again, time is probably
the most important factor. Posting of documents, in general,
does provide a sufficiently fast service. Short documents are
better sent by facsimile; it is invariably faster, though not
necessarily cheaper. Email is becoming more prevalent.
Although many members are not yet connected, time and
money can be saved by emailing as many as possible.
Another recent innovation is the use of an Internet server for
a Working Group6. WG12 has just established one, courtesy
of CSELT in Italy. This allows not only for cheap and quick
distribution of documents to WG experts and Sub-group
members, but also, with the appropriate security in place, an
opportunity to reach a much wider audience than has been
possible before.

7 CONCLUSION
The ISO/IEC infrastructure is complex, as is the procedure for
developing International Standards. To assist Working Groups
and Sub-committees in the technical work of standards, JTCI
has issued a set of Procedures Manuals. While these manuals
have the intrinsic benefit of standardising the procedures for
developing standards, they are, as are all procedures, inter
pretable. In current practice, the inflexibility of certain parts of
the procedures means that without careful planning valuable
time can be lost.
The international nature of the organisation brings with
it representation from around the world, resulting in world
wide acceptance of the standards. However, it is this
international membership which presents it with its major
management problems.
The problems fall into two categories. Firstly, the logistical
problems resulting from the distances experts need to travel in
order to physically meet for Plenaries, Working Groups and
Sub-groups, and also problems associated with language.
Secondly, there are organisational problems. Some of these
relate to the problem of distances and relate to the effective
ness of Sub-groups. These lead to further problems relating to
the effective preview of discussion documents and distribu
tion of documents prior to meetings. Many problems result
from the lack of centralised funding. These include the diffi
culty of forward planning attendances, and thus distribution of
documents and planning of the agenda, as well as the difficulty
of ensuring a continuity from meeting to meeting.
As a direct result of these problems, it is not uncommon for
Working Drafts to take up to 6 years (and sometimes more) to
reach the Committee Draft status. By following a few simple
rules, WG12 has achieved speedy progress in developing the
standard for Functional Size Measurement.

6 WG10 has utilised a server for some time to distribute its documents.
WG10 also uses many of the management principles that have used by
WG12. It too has enjoyed quick development of its standards and
technical reports.
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In this paper, the programme of work and management
concerns of WG12 were described, specifically in rela
tion to the problems. Three key areas which need attention
are identified:
1 a breakdown of the work into units which can be managed
efficiently and effectively,
2 the formation of Sub-groups based on geographic regions
to enable concurrent development, and
3 external financial support for travel expenses, to ensure
continuity of representation at Sub-group, Working Group
and Sub-committee levels.
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Appendix: Glossary of Terms

In addition, a fourth area must be satisfied. This is the
need to set up communications lines. Satisfaction of the
three areas above will result in efficient production of
documents, but not necessarily their acceptance. Details
of work in progress must be communicated to the wider
ISO and general community if speedy acceptance is to be
achieved. This is not just acceptance of the final published
International Standard, but, perhaps more importantly, of
the various versions of the standard as it is developed. The
key is to ensure all the relevant parties know, informally,
what is being done and have an input as the standard is
being developed. This will ensure a minimum of delay
when the documents are ballotted.
The problems listed here cannot be eliminated, how
ever they are not insurmountable. The improved paradigm
described here will minimise their effects, and increase
not only the productivity of the Work Groups, but also
the speed with which International Standards can be
developed.
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ANSI

American National Standards Institute, the national stand
ards’ organisation of the United States of America.

BSI

The British Standards Institute, the national standards’
organisation of the United Kingdom.

CD

Committee Draft — see section 2.3.

DIN

Deutsche Institut fur Normalung, the national standards’
organisation for Germany.

DIS

Draft International Standard — see section 2.4.

FSM

Functional Size Measurement

IEC

International Electrotechnical Commission.

IS

International Standard — see sections 1.2 and 2.5.

ISO

International Organisation for Standardisation.

ITTF

The Information Technology Task Force within ISO/IEC.

JTCI

Joint Technical Committee of IOC/IEC. It develops stand
ards in information technology.

NB

National Body. This is a country’s national standards’
organisation. Membership of an SC is by National Bodies.

NP

New Work Item Proposal.

O-member Observing Member. A National Body (NB) which does not
have voting rights.
P-member

Participating Member. A National Body (NB) which has
voting rights.

SA

Standards Australia, the national standards’ organisation of
Australia.

SC

Sub-committee. SC7 of JTCI develops software engineer
ing standards.

TR

Technical Report — see section 1.3.

WD

Working Draft — see section 2.2.

WG

Working Group. The technical work of ISO is done at this
level.

WG12

Working Group 12 of SC7, responsible for standards for
functional size measurement.
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1 BACKGROUND
Modern commercial operating systems typically use ac
cess control mechanisms to evaluate the legitimacy of
requested user activity, rejecting actions that are not au
thorised. These systems generate voluminous logs of user
activity (often referred to as “audit trails”), which record
both successful and rejected requested actions. These
audit trails provide only a very low-level description of
system events and manual analysis of such records aimed
at detecting computer intrusions is usually impractical.
However, this project aims to develop an expert system to
facilitate such analysis — a machine-independent audit
trail analyser (MIATA).

Queensland University of Technology

1.1 Threats of Intrusions
MIATA is a machine-independent expert system for
retrospective audit trail analysis in multi-user computer
systems. This paper summarises intrusion methods and the
benefits possible from audit trail analysis performed by an
expert system. Prior research in this area is outlined.
A summary of the current status of the MIATA project is
provided, including definition of the normalised audit trail
(NAT) record format, summary of intruder profiles used by
MIATA’s reporting interface, the selection offorecasting
methods and prototype test results.
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On-line computer systems permit users, logged in at re
motely-located terminals, to access programs and data. These
resources may be “public”, that is, accessible by any author
ised user, or “private”, that is, accessible by specific author
ised users. However, the threat exists that other users may
obtain access to private resources and that intruders may
infiltrate the system and obtain unauthorised access to both
public and private resources.
Various methods have been used by intruders to obtain
unauthorised access to on-line systems (Petersen and Turn,
1967; Reid, 1989; Seeley, 1989; Smaha, 1988; Spafford,
1989; Stoll, 1988). These methods include: password guess
ing, masquerading, browsing and viruses/worms. Password
guessing involves the intruder trying repeatedly to guess a
target user’s password. With masquerading, the intruder logs
in to the system as a target user, using his or her user
identification (user-id) and password. The intruder may act in
the name of the target user, accessing available files and
programs. Where the target user has supervisor privileges, the
intruder may use system utilities to modify the security
characteristics of the system, such as adding new users,
changing passwords and inflating privileges. Variations on
masquerading involve the intruder installing a terminal on the
target user’s communication line and making between-lines
entries (performing activities while the user is inactive but still
logged-in) or piggy-back entries (selectively interrupting and
modifying the user’s messages). Browsing refers to attempts
by authorised users to obtain private information (such as
user-ids) to assist in the above methods, or to perform unau
thorised functions, such as accessing sensitive data files,
changing user privileges, printing/displaying large numbers
of files and resource hogging. Viruses and worms are pro
grams that invade computer systems and networks aiming to
consume resources such as central processor time and data
storage. These programs are executed by the intruder and
unknowing users, and set about replicating themselves in
other parts of the system. More sophisticated methods attack
sensitive resources such as password files, attempt to break
into accounts by guessing passwords, and masquerade as
target users.
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1.2 Countermeasures for Intrusions
Four main safeguards against computer intrusions can be
identified. Authentication is a mechanism for determining
whether a user is authorised to use the system. Authorisation
is given to users to enter the system in the form of a user-id and
password. The user-id identifies the user. The password is a
means of authenticating the user’s identification. Other au
thentication techniques are available such as biometrics
(Carroll, 1987;Pfleeger, 1989). Access Control mechanisms
aim to ensure that a user performs only authorised activities
once granted access to the system. Each requested action by a
user involving an object (file, program) is compared with an
authority database. This database can be visualised as an
“access control matrix” which specifies each user’s privileges
(owner, read, write, execute) in relation to particular objects
(Pfleeger, 1989). Cryptography involves encoding data into
a form preventing outsiders from understanding their content
if unauthorised access is gained. Cryptography can be applied
to the protection of data in files, especially password files, and
messages being transmitted across networks (Davies and
Price, 1989). Audit Trail Analysis can provide a powerful
tool for detecting unauthorised activity and anomalous user
activity (Petersen and Turn, 1967). These intrusion methods
may leave evidence recorded in audit trails of events such as
repeated failed logins, logins at unusual times, changes in
patterns of terminal, file and command usage by individual
users and across the whole system, and repeated unsuccessful
attempts to access files and execute commands, particularly
those of a sensitive nature.
Authentication and access control facilities are typically
provided by systems software. They may be part of the
operating system itself, such as with Digital Equipment
Corporation’s VMS which uses a reference monitor, a secu
rity kernel, access control lists, a rights database, and user
authorisation files, to evaluate requested user actions. Alter
natively, these facilities may be provided by add-on security
products, such as IBM’s RACF, and Computer Associates’
CA-ACF2 and CA-TOP SECRET. In either case, user ac
tions are recorded in the audit trail along with a status
indicator (success/failure).

1.3 An Expert System for Audit Trail Analysis
Audit trail records typically provide a very low-level descrip
tion of system activity. For example, over 250 different
record types are recorded by IBM’s MVS System Manage
ment Facility (SMF) (Cavill and Doody, 1993). Many parts
of MVS generate SMF records, which are variable length and
up to several thousand bytes. Each record has a standard
header showing the time and date, a record type, and other
fields, depending on the type of record. SMF generates a
record any time a user logs in or creates, reads, writes,
renames or deletes a data file. IBM products such as DB2,
RACF and RMF and third-party software such as
OMEGAMON and ACF2 all produce SMF records. It is
normal for each product to have its own record type(s). In
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total, an enormous number of records are generated. To
illustrate, the Queensland Railways installation (with 3,000
users) generates over 80,000 RACF (Type 80) records each
day consuming over nine megabytes in storage.
IBM does not provide general reporting programs for
SMF data. It does provide reporting systems for specific uses,
such as SLR for job and resource utilisation records, DB2M
for DB2 records and the RACF ReportWriter for RACF
records. Many third party products are available to report
SMF data. These facilities allow a security officer to generate
reports of all instances of the occurrence of specified activi
ties. For example, all operator actions, all accesses to the
payroll master files, or all failed logins can be reported
(Cavill and Doody, 1993). Security officers dealing with
other computing environments face similar constraints —
low-level activity details, enormous volumes and software
support that reports only instances of specified conditions.
The opportunities for detecting suspicious patterns of intru
sive behaviour are very limited.
How would one detect password guessing? A particular
user’s account may have been targeted by an intruder. Knowing
the target’s user-id, the intruder may attempt to log-in using the
target’s identification and then guess the password. Such a
break-in attempt could be detected by identifying all users that
had any failed logins in a given day, or (since users frequently
miskey their passwords) an anomalous number of failed logins.
In addition, such attempts may be perpetrated using a terminal
different from that accessed normally by the target. Selecting
users with anomalous failed logins and anomalous terminal
usage would identify quickly users that may have been targeted
for password guessing. It is clear that these simple notions are
beyond the scope of the instance-based reporting facilities
described above. These products provide no capability for
relating a user’s activity on a given day to the user’s historical
behaviour. An expert system, however, can maintain individual
user profiles or forecasts of user behaviour that allow the
detection of such anomalous behaviour.
An expert system designed to analyse intelligently audit
trails from computer systems offers significant advantages.
Such a system can facilitate the effective investigation of user
activity. The system would increase the sophistication of the
analysis that can be performed routinely. The constraints in
audit trail analysis of handling large volumes of low-level
descriptions of activity using instance-based reporting facili
ties can be overcome using such a system. Combinations of
activity, frequency of activity and unexpected user behaviour
can be analysed, and attempted and successful intrusions can
be detected. This level of software support for the security
officer permits the development of a framework for audit trail
analysis that can be applied consistently on a daily basis. Such
analysis could identify the need for user training and could
encourage an installation to develop explicit security policies
concerning acceptable and unacceptable user behaviour.
A machine-independent expert system for audit trail analysis
can be extremely valuable to organisations with multi-plat
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form environments. Such organisations need an organisation
wide audit trail analysis solution. A machine-independent
tool can provide a single, consistent method for analysing
audit trails from different systems and facilitate centralised
control over computing resources.

2 PRIOR RESEARCH
The classic paper in the area of audit trail analysis, or more
specifically intrusion detection, was Denning (1987). This
paper introduced a number of concepts which are fundamental
to the development of MIATA. Denning developed an intru
sion-detection model, consisting of six main components:
subjects — initiators of activity on a target system — nor
mally users; objects — resources managed by the system —
files, commands, devices, etc.; audit records—generated by
the target system in response to actions performed or at
tempted by subjects on objects — user login, command
execution, file access, etc.; profiles — structures that charac
terise the behaviour of subjects with respect to objects in terms
of statistical metrics and models of observed activity; anomaly
records — generated when abnormal behaviour is detected;
and activity rules — actions taken when some condition is
satisfied, which update profiles, detect abnormal behaviour,
relate anomalies to suspected intrusions, and produce reports.
The basic objective of intrusion detection is to monitor
audit records on the target system looking for deviations in
user activity. The Denning model does not incorporate knowl
edge of the target system’s security mechanisms, nor its flaws,
and there is no attempt to detect attempts to exploit known
security vulnerabilities in the target system. It was this paper
that introduced the concept of generating audit records from
those produced by the target operating system. Such an audit
record, at a minimum, would include data identifying the
subject, action, object, exception-condition, resource-uslge,
and time-stamp.
Denning also examined alternative methods for develop
ing activity profiles. Such profiles characterise the behaviour
of a given subject with respect to a given object, representing
a definition of normal activity and a means of detecting
anomalous activity. Observed behaviour can be characterised
in terms of statistical metrics (such as event counters, interval
timers, and resource measures) and models (such as opera
tional models that compare observations against fixed thresh
olds, mean and standard deviation models that define an
observation as abnormal if it falls outside a confidence inter
val that is a specified number of standard deviations from the
mean, multivariate models that incorporate correlations among
two or more metrics, markov process models, and time series
models). The IDES model (Lunt et al, 1990) incorporates
many of these concepts, apparently assuming that more com
plex profiles will perform better in terms of minimising
detection errors. IDES is discussed in more detail below.
HAYSTACK (Smaha, 1988) is a prototype system for
intrusion detection in multi-user US Air Force computer
systems. The target computer system for HAYSTACK is a
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Unisys (Sperry) 1100/60 mainframe running the OS/1100
operating system. The preprocessor located on the target
system converts audit trail events into canonical audit trail
(CAT) events. These CAT events are processed by HAY
STACK on a Z-248 PC. For portability, the CAT format was
designed to comply with audit requirements for the B1
security rating (National Computer Security Center, 1985).
HAYSTACK detects atypical behaviour with reference to a
user model that defines the norm for that user. The user model
combines information about the individual user’s past behav
iour and the user’s group’s behaviour. This model provides a
new user with a template profile applicable to the user’s
group. This approach can however suffer from limitations
when one user has more than one group membership, that is,
the user performs more than one role in the organisation. The
HAYSTACK processor reads the CAT records from the
mainframe, detects and logs any obvious anomalies and
creates new session records for users. Session history records
are stored in the database. A database of user groups is
maintained as the basis for individual user profiles. Security
relevant events are logged as anomalous events into a sepa
rate report for the security officer. An overview of process
ing, a list of new user records created by HAYSTACK, and
a list of users whose session’s “suspicion quotients” ex
ceeded group-dependent thresholds are reported to the secu
rity officer. A detailed report lists anomalous events for each
user. The session data is analysed using statistical and pat
tern-based techniques, to identify atypical or suspicious
behaviour. Retention of past user sessions in the databases
allows the security officer to perform longtitudinal analyses
of sessions.
SRI’s Intrusion Detection Expert System (IDES) (Lunt et
al, 1990) is probably the best known audit trail analysis
project. It aims to provide a real-time intrusion detection
system. IDES analyses audit records generated on a com
mand-by-command basis and accordingly consumes substan
tial resources. IDES uses aprobability-based statistical anomaly
detection process unit with three main components — activity
record processor, anomaly detector and profile updater. The
activity record processor receives preprocessed records on a
real-time basis from the operating system and determines
activity measures. The anomaly detector takes activity data,
applies statistical tests to compare activity with user profiles
and sends real-time anomaly messages to the security officer.
The profile updater updates user profiles using the current
day’s activity. IDES also incorporates a rule-based expert
system. The rules describe suspicious behaviour based on
known past intrusions, known system vulnerabilities and
installation-specific security policy. The user’s behaviour is
analysed by the expert system without reference to past
behaviour patterns.
Habra et al (1992) describes the Advanced ^Security
Audit-trail Analysis on uniX (ASAX) project sponsored
by the University of Namur and Siemens Nixdorf Soft
ware SA. ASAX aims to provide a “universal” (machine59
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independent), powerful and efficient expert system for
retrospective analysis of audit trails. The target system’s
audit trails are preprocessed into a normalised audit file
format (NADF) based on the TCSEC B3 security class
(National Computer Security Center, 1985). Preproces
sors have been developed for BS2000 and SINIX, two
Siemens operating systems. The project involves the use
of RUSSEL, a rule-based language specifically designed
for audit trail analysis. RUSSEL analyses the NADF file
sequentially, record by record. At any time, there is a
current record and a collection of active rules which
encapsulate all relevant knowledge about the past analy
sis. Programming a query in RUSSEL involves writing a
set of adequate rules to be activated. ASAX searches for
complex chronological subsequences amongst the events
recorded in the audit trail. Early prototype development of
ASAX is progressing. The project makes no use of user
profiles reflecting normal user behaviour.
Winkler and Landry (1992) describe the development
of the Information Security Officer’s Assistant (ISOA), a
functioning UNIX-based prototype for centralised real
time network security monitoring. Audit records repre
senting tokens of actual user (or host) behaviour are
examined with reference to user (or host) profiles, that
represent expected behaviour. Each monitored host pro
duces audit records that are centrally collected and ana
lysed by ISOA. ISOA utilises an audit process (AUDIT) to
convert audit records to a compact, canonical form, a
profile checker (PROCHK) that analyses requests from
AUDIT for anomaly checking, statistical components
(STATS) and an expert system (HADES) that analyses
system states and assesses the current system security
level. A graphical user interface displays the current secu
rity status of the network and allows interactive analysis of
activity and security control of the network. Where appro
priate, the security officer can force biometric reverifica
tion, user logout, process termination or host shutdown.
Several other related projects have been documented in the
literature (Holden, 1992; Jagannathanefa/, 1993; Liepins and
Vaccaro, 1989; Liepins and Vaccaro, 1992).

ful and failed user activity — login, file access, command
execution, etc. A machine-dependent preprocessor reads the
audit trail records for the current day and generates records in
a normalised, machine-independent format, herein referred to
as normalised audit trail (NAT) records. A profile database is
maintained that represents forecasts of expected user behav
iour, based on actual behaviour and prior forecast errors. The
machine-independent audit trail analyser (MIATA) reads
NAT records, records daily activity, compares actual activity
with forecasts, provides a user interface that identifies anoma
lous activity and potential intrusions, and updates profiles on
a daily basis.
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3 THE MIATA PROJECT

Figure 1: Model of the system.

Many of the above projects have reached only the prototype
stage with mixed results. These efforts are frequently not
published in academic journals or conference proceedings,
but if so, they typically provide mere overviews of structure
and functionality. Relatively few design details are shared
with interested researchers, probably for copyright and confi
dentiality reasons.
The MIATA project has similarities and differences with
the earlier research. Its aim is to develop an expert system for
machine-independent audit trail analysis on target multi-user
computer systems. A model of the processing system under
lying MIATA is illustrated in Figure 1. Audit trail records are
generated by the target system providing a record of success

MIATA incorporates a preprocessor module that gener
ates audit trail records, similar in format to Denning’s ap
proach, from the target system’s audit trail. However, MIATA
aims to achieve acceptable results utilising far less complex
profiles. HAYSTACK was a major influence on the MIATA
project. It is a design objective of MIATA to be machineindependent. Basing the audit trail record format on a minimal
TCSEC (National Computer Security Center, 1985) security
rating of C2 extends the general applicability of MIATA
beyond the B1 format assumed in HAYSTACK. MIATA
does not incorporate group profiles but focuses on the fre
quency of individual user actions. Session records are not
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maintained. Users may vary their activity little from day to day
in terms of overall activity. Whether they accomplish these
functions in a few very lengthy sessions or many small
sessions may be irrelevant.
MIATA involves analysis of audit trail records on a
retrospective not real-time basis. The projected use of
IDES appears to be as a protective mechanism in systems
where prevention, rather than accountability, is a high
priority. In the majority of commercial systems, however,
guaranteeing the availability of needed information is
often at least as critical as protecting its integrity or
preventing disclosure. MIATA analyses the frequency of
a range of events on a daily basis against forecasts, rather
than on a command-by-command basis. Accordingly,
MIATA can be implemented on a stand-alone workstation
and avoid performance and storage overheads typically
associated with real-time solutions. MIATA uses fore
casting (time series analysis) methods to develop user
profiles for anomaly and intrusion detection instead of
probability-based statistical methods. Minimising profile
storage requirements is a primary factor in the selection of
such methods.

3.1 Current Status
A working prototype MIATA has been developed using a
486-based IBM-compatible AT workstation with a 130 mega
byte hard disk and four megabytes of memory. The software
environment is MS-DOS 5.0 and Multi-User Fox BASE 2.10.
A summary of the current status of the MIATA project is
provided below.
3.1.1 Preprocessing of Target System’s Audit Trails
Audit trails from the target system must be downloaded to
the workstation and preprocessed into a Normalised Audit
Trail (NAT) form. The TCSEC C2 class is the first level
with audit trail requirements and these requirements are
common to all levels above C2. In order to permit audits
to be performed on the basis of individual users and
objects, the following events are subject to audit at the C2
class (Datapro Research Corporation, 1988): use of iden
tification and authentication mechanisms; introduction of
objects into a user’s address space; deletion of objects
from a user’s address space; actions taken by operators,
system administrators and/or security administrators; and
all security-relevant events. Such security-relevant events
include any attempts to change the security state of the
system or to violate the security policy of the system. The
following data are to be recorded in C2 audit trails (Datapro
Research Corporation, 1988): date and time of the event;
identification of the subject; type of event; success or
failure of the event; origin of the event (terminal ID);
identification of the object accessed; and any modifica
tions to the security state of the system. These require
ments are adopted by MIATA as the basis for defining a
Normalised Audit Trail (NAT) record.
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3.1.2
Intruder Profiles
A necessary component of the MIATA project is the develop
ment of activity profiles for intrusion methods. The NAT
record is used as a foundation for this process since it specifies
what data are available to the system. Each audit trail record
identifies an event involving a specific subject and object
combination. In addition, the status of each event is indicated
in terms of success or failure, and this may be relevant to
particular methods of intrusion. A specific method may in
volve also an “anomalous” level of activity, that is, a fre
quency of a specific type of activity (such as login) per day that
is abnormal for the subject in question, or differs significantly
from forecasts of that activity for the subject. MIATA’s
reporting interface incorporates the intruder profiles described
below (Rochlis and Eichin, 1989; Smaha, 1988; Spafford,
1989; Stoll, 1988; Witton, 1987).
Password guessing is characterised most likely by an
anomalous number of failed login attempts by the (target)
user, usually associated with changes in terminal usage.
Masquerading may be indicated by an anomalous number of
logins for the (target) user, since the intruder is also loggingin to the system using the same user-id. The (target) user’s
terminal usage may appear anomalous, since it is unlikely that
the intruder can obtain access to the user’s normal terminal.
The intruder may attempt to access the system at unusual
hours. Masquerading may be indicated also by anomalous file
and command usage by the (target) user or anomalous levels
of failed activity since the intruder may attempt to exploit the
target’s privileges to its limits. MIATA also allows security
officers to monitor logins with supervisor privileges and
detect anomalous successful and failed access to sensitive
files and programs. Browsing is most likely characterised by
anomalous file and program usage, anomalous failed file and
program usage and anomalous levels of failed actions. MIATA
may also provide facilities to detect viruses and worms or to
track the invader back to its origins. Viruses and worms are
characterised by high levels of password guessing, masquer
ading, browsing and access to sensitive files and programs,
and anomalous levels of failed activity across the system.
In addition, MIATA’s reporting interface allows the secu
rity officer to analyse anomalous user and object activity
without reference to the above intrusion methods. Concen
trating on anomalous activity offers several advantages.
System misuse may be detected. Acceptable and unaccept
able changes in user interests and behaviour may be identi
fied. Finally, intrusions may be discovered which are novel,
that is do not conveniently fall into one of the four abovedescribed categories.
3.1.3 Forecasting User Behaviour
MIATA uses time series analysis methods to generate fore
casts of user behaviour to permit the detection of anomalous
behaviour. Such methods assume that future values of a
measure can be predicted from historical values and forecast
ing errors. Three main categories of methods can be identi
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fied: smoothing methods, that generate forecasts by averag
ing historical values; decomposition methods, that break
down the basic underlying pattern in the data into the trend,
cycle and seasonal components; and autoregressive inte
grated moving average (ARIMA) methods. The relevant
considerations in selecting a forecasting method include the
accuracy of forecasts, any patterns in the data (such as a trend
or cycle), storage requirements and ease of application
(Makridakis et al, 1983).
Superior accuracy can be achieved typically using
more sophisticated decomposition and ARIMA methods.
However, where forecasts must be generated for thou
sands of items, where computer time must be kept to a
reasonable level, and where little human involvement is
planned, smoothing methods may be more applicable. In
the context of this project, storage requirements and ease
of application are important considerations. In a large
installation with thousands of users, there may be tens of
thousands of data series that require forecasts to be gener
ated on a daily basis. Forecasting methods that require
retention and analysis of a large number of historical
values would introduce substantial overheads and ineffi
ciencies into MIATA. Decomposition and ARIMA meth
ods fall into this category. In addition, forecasts using
these methods are generated most efficiently using spe
cialised software packages. It would prove cumbersome
and time-consuming to transfer data from MIATA to these
external packages and to transfer forecasts back into
MIATA. Such methods also involve considerable human
involvement in recognising data patterns, in model selec
tion and in optimising parameters. Accordingly, smooth
ing methods have been adopted for incorporation in
MIATA. Only methods which are “incremental” have
been considered, that is those methods which generate
forecasts primarily from the prior day’s forecast and re
sidual, and a minimal number of parameters.
3.1.4 Forecasting Experiments
Three case studies have been conducted aimed at testing the
potential effectiveness of simple smoothing methods for fore
casting computer user behaviour. Several months’ week-day
data for samples ofusers were obtained from three different sites.
These sites varied in terms of the nature of the organisation and
hardware environment: (1) a government authority (IBM MVS
environment); (2) a government service bureau (UNISYS OS/
1100 environment); and a tertiary institution (VAX VMS envi
ronment). The data series represented daily activity frequency
data for samples of users from each site and included logins,
terminal usage, file usage and command execution. The fore
casting experiments analysed 550 such data series.
The forecasting experiments involved selected smoothing
methods: mean, single moving average (SMA), single expo
nential smoothing (SES), adaptive-response-rate single expo
nential smoothing (ARRSES) and Brown’s one-parameter
linear exponential smoothing method. The naive method,
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where the forecast equals the prior day’s observation, was
added as a performance benchmark.
In each case study, the naive and five smoothing methods
were ranked on the basis of forecasting accuracy, in terms of
minimising mean-squared-error (MSE) and mean-absolutepercentage-error (MAPE). The five smoothing methods out
performed the naive method in each case study. While the
mean method appeared superior consistently, there was no
significant variation in forecasting accuracy among the smooth
ing methods for the majority of data series analysed. The
analyses of the mean method’s forecasting errors indicated
that this method provided a “good fit” for the majority of the
data series. Accordingly, the mean method has been recom
mended for incorporation in the MIATA system.
It should be noted, however, that the exponential smooth
ing methods (especially ARRSES) may provide superior
forecasting accuracy under certain conditions. During periods
of shifts in a user’s activity, such as because of a change in the
user’s role or assignment to a particular new project, these
methods may adapt more quickly than the mean method to
such shifts. However, the mean method appears superior over
longer time periods.
The results of these case studies are not necessarily
generalisable to populations, such as all users or all computer
installations. However, these encouraging results provide
support for the proposition that computer user behaviour is
forecastable, which is critical in developing an intrusion
detection system such as MIATA.
3.1.5 Prototype Implementation and Results
The following conclusions are based on prototype implemen
tation and test results.
User profile databases can be developed that economically
store data required to accumulate user activity, generate new
forecasts on a daily basis and flag anomalous activity to
facilitate analysis for intrusion detection. The prototype pro
file databases place minimal demands on the disk storage of
the MIATA workstation. The incremental mean forecasting
method requires the storage of only five parameters for each
data series, sufficient to generate forecasts and confidence
intervals, and flag a data series as anomalous where appropri
ate. Only 16 megabytes of storage are required for profile
databases and indexes in a large installation (with 1656 users).
Less than 50 megabytes of storage are required for the entire
MIATA prototype including data and software.
A user interface can be developed which allows a security
officer to analyse user activity effectively. The security of
ficer reporting component provides a wide range of reporting
facilities which focus on potential computer intrusions and
analyses of activity across the system, and which provide the
ability to investigate in great detailer the actions of particular
users. In the case of a large installation, each of the reporting
functions would take less than two minutes to display the
required output to the security officer. This performance is
critical to the effective use of the MIATA system.
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MIATA can be implemented effectively on a stand-alone
workstation in a manner which provides adequate throughput
to cope with a high volume mainframe computer environ
ment. The processing time estimates indicate that the audit
trail data from a full day in a large installation can be extracted,
downloaded, preprocessed, imported and recorded by the
protoytpe MIATA system using a 486-based workstation in
approximately 90 minutes. The security officer can then have
the majority of the working day to analyse this data and
generate reports. Further speed improvements are feasible
with the preprocessing of audit trails on the target machine and
developing the working MIATA system using a programming
language such as C.

4 CONCLUSION
The MIATA project aims to develop a machine-independent
audit trail analysis tool for use by security officers in monitor
ing user behaviour in multi-user computer systems. Forecast
ing experiments and prototype test results indicate that the
development of MIATA is both technically and economically
feasible. MIATA is portable to any hardware platform run
ning an operating system rated at TCSEC C2 or higher. A
suitable machine-dependent preprocessor must be developed
for each such environment to extract normalised audit trail
data from the target system’s audit trails.
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Executive information systems (EIS) are still a relatively new
phenomenon and problems still exist in their development and
implementation. In Australia, little research into EIS has been
conducted. This study has attempted to paint a picture of the
state ofEIS in Australia today, particularly in large
organisations. EIS managers and executive users in the
largest organisations in Australia revealed that relatively few
EIS were fully operational though there had been an increase
in the pastfive years and many were now under development
and implementation. The study has examined the extent and
type of executive usage, approaches to development,
important development problems, the reasons for needing
EIS, impacts of EIS, executive attitudes to IT arising from EIS
experiences, the relative importance of organisational and
technical issues, and reasons why EISfailure might arise.
Comparisons with a previous Australian study reveal greater
EIS penetration, a change in platform from mainframe/
terminal to PC network, mixed development strategies,
similar executive usage times, and a shift in perceptions from
technical to organisational issues. Further comparisons with
recent US studies also reveal similar executive usage times,
similar emphasis on addressing executive’s information
requirements and not on technical issues, and similar
perceptions of causes offailure, but longer development
times for Australian EIS.
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INTRODUCTION
Until recently, senior executives have not benefited greatly
from the use of technology. They have seen technology
introduced into the offices of their clerical personnel and
middle managers to a great effect but their own experiences of
technology have often been limited to authorising expenditure
on DP systems, learning why yet another corporate system has
failed or needs replacing, being disappointed by the quality of
information received from MIS or being frustrated when
trying to operate an information system which was designed
with the computer expert in mind, rather than for the casual
user. The executive’s office has generally been a prohibited
area for screens and keyboards, with few executives being
tempted to exploit the possibilities of information systems
either because they have failed to identify applications of
direct relevance or they have found the nature of the technol
ogy so unappealing (Bird, 1991).
Information technology should, however, in theory, be
able to assist in delivering information that is timely, accurate,
useful and actionable. Not only can such information assist
those at the top of the organisational hierarchy understand the
situation which exists internally within the organisation but
also the external situation which is likely to have both direct
and indirect relevance on the organisation. This lack of
support for executives is rapidly changing, as executive infor
mation systems (EIS) have been developed in a growing
number of organisations (Watson et al, 1991).
For the purpose of this study, EIS have been defined as:
“computer-based information systems designed to pro
vide senior executives with easy access to integrated
information from a variety of internal and external data
sources, to support their analytical, communication and
planning needs

EIS IN AUSTRALIAN ORGANISATIONS
In 1989, a nationwide survey of the largest (by gross revenue)
200 Australian and New Zealand organisations was con
ducted (Pervan, 1990; 1992). The companies surveyed in
cluded both private and public companies and government
authorities. Data was sought concerning the major EIS organi
sational and technical issues (Rockart and DeLong, 1988), the
impacts of EIS (Rockart and DeLong, 1988; Leidner and
Elam, 1994), the organisations’ attitude to IT and the amount
of EIS usage by executives and their assistants. Part of the
objective of this survey was to determine if there were cultural
differences in relation to EIS between US and Australian
organisations. The study revealed similar EIS usage patterns
and attitudes to that reported in the US literature. However, the
study also revealed that EIS managers in Australia were much
more concerned about EIS technical issues (and much less
about EIS organisational issues) than their US counterparts at
the time, and this seemed to be related to the earlier “stage” of
EIS in Australia where very few organisations had imple
mented them (though many were interested). These results
were supported by a commercial survey (Coopers and Lybrand,
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1990) which sought information regarding the experiences of
22 organisations with EIS installations in Australia, to estab
lish the designs used, the problems encountered, and the costs
and benefits which resulted.
A small amount of Australian case study research on EIS
has also been reported (Whymark, 1991; Pervan and Meneely,
1995). A case study on the development of EIS and its
implementation in the Royal Australian Navy (RAN) reported
a successful implementation which has given the admirals an
executive friendly interface that required no prior training of
EIS or keyboard skills (Whymark, 1991). The EIS has also
provided the potential to make planning, evaluation and
monitoring functions of the Navy’s senior management more
effective. A case study of two large Australian organisations
from the minerals and energy sector reported both organisa
tions had successfully implemented and used their EIS over a
number-of years (Pervan and Meneely, 1995). The results
indicated that in the implementation phase successful EIS use
was associated with the existence of an executive champion,
the close involvement of the executive users, the EIS being
perceived as essential to the business, and identifying and
quickly satisfying critical information needs. In the sustaining
phase successful EIS was associated with a continuing opera
tional champion, executive participation in the ongoing infor
mation analysis, the flexibility and adaptability of the EIS,
acceptable technical support, ease of use, and business and
personal benefits from its use.
The reported literature on EIS in Australia, as indicated
above, consists of a handful of surveys (now over five years
old), and a few case studies. In order to address this lack of
current information about Australian EIS and to continue
comparisons of Australian EIS development and use with
other countries, the current study was designed and con
ducted. The primary aim was to develop as complete a picture
as possible of the current ‘state of the art’ of EIS in Australia
by drawing on the previous Australian survey and more recent
US surveys of EIS use. In addition, in order to make as direct
a comparison as possible with the 1989 study and so identify
any historical trends in relation to EIS, the major components
of the 1989 survey were included and the same organisational
population was targeted (though it was expanded by 50% to
increase the quantity of information obtained).

DEFINING THE ‘STATE OF THE ART’ OF EIS IN
ORGANISATIONS
In attempting to paint a rich picture of the ‘state of the art’ of
EIS a great variety of EIS issues must be addressed. Previous
research has considered various aspects of EIS in organisa
tions. Some studies have looked at basic characteristics of the
current status of EIS in organisations (Pervan, 1990; 1992). A
number of studies have focussed on the development and
implementation ofEIS (Stevenson etal, 1992; Watson, 1991).
Some studies have considered the reasons for needing EIS
(Leidner and Elam, 1994) and the various organisational and
technical issues associated with EIS in organisations (Rockart
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and DeLong, 1988; McFadden, 1996). Some studies have
examined the impacts ofEIS on other organisational activities
(Pervan, 1992; Leidner and Elam, 1994;Borgman, 1996) and
the attitude to IT within organisations with its resulting impact
on the EIS. Further studies have examined reasons (actual and
perceived) for EIS failure (Watson and Glover, 1989; Glover
etal, 1992).
Each of the above aspects are relevant and a comprehen
sive presentation of the ‘state of the art’ in relation to EIS
should address all of these issues. These are discussed in
detail below.

Current Status of EIS
Current status information concerning EIS begins with the
stage of EIS in the organisation. Where an EIS exists, it
may be described by its physical characteristics, its usage,
and its management.
The most basic view of an organisation’s status in relation
to EIS is whether it has an EIS at all and, if so, what phase of
implementation the EIS currently occupies. These possible
phases are:
a no EIS exists or is under consideration,
b EIS has been proposed and its introduction is under
evaluation,
c based on the evaluation the EIS has been accepted and is
under development and implementation,
d the EIS is operational and in use by executives, and
e EIS failure (where the EIS has gone into decline and has
been phased out).
The physical characteristics of any existing EIS in an
organisation may be defined by the type of hardware platform
which may be classified in many ways, but one simple
classification might be into (a) PCs only, (b) mainframe/mini
with PCs, (c) mainframe/mini with terminals, and (d) other
configurations. The software platform may include specific
‘off the shelf’ EIS products (such as Pilot and Commander) or
a variety of DSS, database products, and other tools.
The usage of existing EIS may be for office automation
activities (diary, electronic mail), access to current status
information (such as performance reports and graphs), access
to projected trends of the sbusiness (such as forecasting
reports and graphs), querying the corporate and external
databases, and performing personal analysis (e.g. using
spreadsheets). Previous studies have suggested that execu
tive usage averages about one hour per day in most organisa
tions (Pervan, 1992).

EIS Development
There is no inexpensive way to develop or purchase a fullfeatured EIS. These are highly sophisticated systems and
their cost is beyond the budgets of many organisations
(O’Shea, 1989).
There are, however, alternative acquisition/development
options available to every organisation which will depend on
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criteria including (1) the desired development time, (2) the
executives’ need for immediate results, (3) the level of support
and technology within the firm, and (4) the firm’s budget.
Alternative acquisition/development strategies include
(Stevenson et al, 1992):
a full capacity strategy (in-house development using exist
ing software tools)
b piecemeal strategy (in-house development with critical
EIS features developed initially and optional features added
over time, using existing or purchased software tools)
c turnkey strategy (fully developed by vendor)
d consultant-based strategy (in-house development with
assistance from vendor)
e stand-alone strategy (in-house development using pur
chased EIS software generator)
Building an EIS can require upgrading or acquiring soft
ware, hardware and communication capabilities, improving
existing databases, adding support personnel and changing
the organisational structure and reporting relationships. How
ever, the importance of a committed and informed executive
sponsor in contributing to the success of an EIS development,
have also been highlighted (Watson, 1991).
Through their research into the field of EIS, Rockart and
DeLong (1988) observed several factors in organisations,
which appeared to be the most important for effective EIS
implementations. Although it is expected that these factors
will be refined by other researchers as the field evolves, it has
still provided a structural approach to EIS development that
should assist in ensuring the likelihood that an EIS project will
be successful. The eight factors that are critical to a successful
EIS implementation are a committed and informed executive
sponsor, an operating sponsor, appropriate IS staff, appropri
ate technology, management of data, clear link to business
objectives, management of organisational resistance, and
management of system evolution and spread.
Paller and Laska (1990) has also advocated the above
factors as the ‘ingredients for EIS success’. An increasing
number of organisations are implementing EIS. There are
many EIS success stories but an EIS must still be viewed
as a high-risk system (Houdeshel and Watson, 1987;
Rockart and DeLong, 1988). Studies in the literature show
that a high percentage of organisations have experienced
an EIS failure, prior to the development of a successful
system (Watson et al, 1991).
A major developmental problem is determining what
information to include in the system. Executives often
have a difficult time articulating their information needs.
Systems analysts and researchers have a long standing
interest in how to identity the information requirements of
executive users. Executives have a demanding workload
and an unrelenting work pace and they think about their
work constantly. Executive work activities are usually
diverse, brief and fragmented. Verbal communications
are preferred, in part, because of the opportunity for the
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exchange of soft information — gossip, ideas, opinions,
predictions and explanations. Additionally, executive work
is more unstructured, non-routine and long-range in nature
than other managerial work (Mintzberg, 1979).
Much of the executives’ work centres around developing
agendas — goals, priorities, strategies and plans — that may
not be documented. In order to perform their job responsibili
ties, executives need external and internal information. Trade
journals, friends in the industry, and customers, are important
sources of external information. Scheduled meetings and
tours are highly valued sources of internal information. The
nature of both executive work and information needs provides
insights into why EIS developers worry about determining the
executives’ information requirements. Executives are un
likely to have much time to spend with analysts and when they
do, they may find it difficult to specify their requirements
(Watson and Frolick, 1993).
Researchers in the field ofEIS have developed a number of
methods as an attempt to address this problem. Watson and
Frolick (1993) considered four strategies for identifying or
ganisational or application-level information requirements:
1 Asking people about their information needs in order to
obtain their information requirements.
2 Deriving information requirements from an existing infor
mation system.
3 Synthesising information requirements based on the char
acteristics of the system being served.
4 Discovering information requirements based on the activi
ties of the object system.
Rockart (1979) suggested using the critical success factor
(CSF) approach as it has proven itself to be highly effective in
helping executives define their significant information needs
and executive response to this new method has been excellent
in terms of both the process and its outcome. Wetherbe (1991)
and Mayne (1992) advocated that management can greatly
enhance the correct determination of executives’ information
requirements by encouraging their system designers to use a
cross-functional, joint application design that involves input
from all key decision makers involved in the business process.
However, determining the information requirements
for an EIS will continue to be a challenging task that can
seldom be successfully completed using a single method.
Rather a mixture of methods should be used in response to
organisational and executive contingencies (Watson and
Frolick, 1993).
In order to provide as detailed a picture as possible of the
EIS development process within organisations all of the above
issues need to be examined, including the development ap
proach and all of the associated EIS development problems
which may arise.

EIS Reasons, Impacts and Issues
Previous studies (Leidner and Elam, 1994; Meneely, 1993)
have examined the reasons behind the introduction ofEIS into
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organisations. These revolve around various requirements
such as the need for integrating information from diverse and
heterogeneous sources, improving the flow of critical infor
mation, handling a turbulent and competitive environment,
dealing with complexity, better and more timely information,
more efficient reporting systems, rapid status updates, and
better mechanisms to support decision making. Other sug
gested needs may be because existing systems did not provide
information in a suitable form for executives, information was
not readily available from formal sources, insufficient infor
mation was available, a lack of critical information, inacces
sibility of critical information, and the lack of support for
manipulation of the critical information.
There have been a number of reported claims about the
impacts ofEIS. In particular, Rockart and DeLong (1988)
and Leidner and Elam (1994), have reported that the
impacts ofEIS in organisations include increased produc
tivity of executive users, making it easier to select the right
staff for the appropriate job (through flattening the organi
sational structure), providing executives with better con
trol over their subordinates, changing secretarial roles
from clerical to executive assistant, organisational changes,
increased problem identification speed, increased deci
sion making speed, and increased extent of analysis in
decision making.
In addition, previous studies have examined the link be
tween the introduction ofEIS into organisations on the execu
tives’ attitude to IT in general (Pervan, 1992). In particular, the
IT attitudes impacted by EIS to be considered include (a) IT
has the potential to provide competitive advantage, (b) more
uses of IT should be introduced into the organisation, (c)
executives have more control over the business by an im
proved mental model of their organisation, and (d) planning
and control processes are improved because of timely and
better quality information.
EIS are not without their problems and a number of issues
which influence their effectiveness have been identified
(Rockart and DeLong, 1988). These include
a Political Implications — senior executives gaining greater
access to data unfiltered by lower level managers can cause
uncertainty and resentment among the latter,
b Implementation Problems—because of: limited available
information on the subject; the need to design each EIS for
unique needs and organisational cultures, unique manage
ment styles; inapplicability of traditional systems develop
ment methodologies.
c Influencing Other Computer Use — executives’ better
understanding of IT benefits can aid the spread of compu
terisation in the organisation.
d Data Management Difficulties — with aggregating, man
aging and accessing multiple, sometimes incompatible,
databases and inconsistent data elements,
e Hardware and Software Capabilities — must be transparent
to the user and so needs appropriate enabling technologies.
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f Management Style — will affect the design, development
and use of the EIS.
g User Support — needs to more intense for executives who
may be more computer naive and have a greater resistance
to technology.
h Security—because of the sensitivity of file contents (such as
strategic plans and budgets) and the level of user authority.
EIS may be one of the most popular applications of the
1990s (Danshegar, 1993) but EIS implementations have been
known to have a significant failure rate. A number of key
failure factors have been identified in US organisations (Watson
and Glover, 1989; Glover et al, 1992), including inadequate or
inappropriate technology, lack of sponsorship, and the system
being too complicated for the users. Other failure factors
which warrant investigation may include lack of support staff
(number and quality), poor match with executives’ informa
tion requirements, lack of top management commitment,
inflexibility of the system in the face of changing require
ments, data problems, ease of use problems, and organisa
tional resistance to the introduction of technology.
RESEARCH DESIGN
As indicated earlier, the objective of this study was to develop
a current picture of the ‘state of the art’ of EIS in large
Australian organisations. The target population of the 1989
study was the largest 200 organisations in Australia and New
Zealand by gross revenue. To represent the views of these
large organisations in the current study the same criterion was
used, namely the largest organisations by gross revenue.
However, in order to paint a wider picture and increase sample
size, it was decided to approach the largest 300 organisations.
From the Australian Business Monthly (ABM) December,
1993 review of Australia and New Zealand’s top 500 organi
sations (Jacques, 1993), a mailing list of the largest 300 of
these was developed.
The information required for this study had to be provided
by the person with responsibility for the EIS in each organisa
tion. In Australian organisations this responsibility usually
lies with the Chief Information Officer (CIO) or a specific EIS
manager responsible to that person, so the CIO or equivalent
was personally identified (by telephone call) in each organi
sation. It was decided thatjthe data collection should be
directed at that person with a request to pass it to the person
directly responsible for the EIS if that was a different person.
A questionnaire was developed which addressed all of the
current status, development, impacts, and other issues de
scribing the ‘state of the art’ (discussed in the previous
section), and integrated the questions'used in those different
studies into the one instrument. The validity of the compo
nent parts was previously argued in the original papers and it
was hoped that the range of aspects addressed could be
regarded as a reasonably valid representation of an cjverview
of EIS in organisations. This questionnaire was pilot tested
with selected local (Perth) EIS managers (who were not part
of the 300 targeted) and some minor refinements were made
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based on their feedback. Since some items on the EIS man
ager questionnaire required them to provide their perceptions
of executive views and activities in relation to the EIS, it was
decided to also extract a small questionnaire containing only
those questions relating to the executives (namely, their EIS
usage, impacts of the EIS on their work, and their attitude to
IT because of the EIS) to be answered by executive users as
a check against the EIS manager perceptions of the execu
tives’ views.

RESULTS
The EIS manager and user questionnaires were distributed to
the top 300 organisations and responses to the EIS manager
questionnaire were received from 72 organisations (none
from the small number of New Zealand organisations in the
top 300). The response rate of 24% was considered satisfac
tory considering the status and responsibilities of the respond
ents. The type of organisation in the sample consisted of 36%
which were public listed, 7% public non-listed, 18% govern
ment bodies, 24% foreign enterprises, and 11% private or
ganisations. 11 % of respondents were from the manufactur
ing sector, 11% from utilities, 2% from finance, 24% from
mining and agriculture, 9% from engineering/construction,
5% from automotive/transport, 7% from retail trading, and
31% were from a mix of some 20 other industries. Approxi
mately 31% of companies were medium-sized (less than
1,000 employees) and 69% were large (1,000 or more em
ployees). Only 13 EIS user questionnaires were received.
The respondent organisations’ financial information are
summarised in Table 1 below:
Table 1: Financial Information.
$miIlion

Average

Highest

Revenue

1,402.64

12,656.00

241.10

98.73

1,994.20

^17.00

22.10

282.30

-144.30

1,577.21

23,160.20

41.30

Pre-Tax Profit
Return on Funds
Total Assets

Lowest

A Chi-square ‘Goodness of Fit’ test on the representative
ness of this sample of EIS manager questionnaires showed it
to be representative (at the 1% level or better) of the top 300
in terms of type of organisation, industry sector, and place in
the top 300. The overall results are presented below in the
categories previously described, namely current status ofEIS,
EIS development, and EIS reasons, impacts, and issues.

Current Status of EIS
The responses indicate that 80% of EIS managers currently
hold IS/IT related positions (of which two-thirds were called
IS/IT manager) with the remaining 20% currently in positions
related to business development/planning, operations, finance
and other areas. The majority of EIS managers (54%) previ
ously held non-IT positions, indicating the person currently
responsible for the management/operation of the EIS need not
previously be an IS/IT professional.
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Almost half of the organisations were either in the
operational (17%) or development/implementation (31%)
phase ofEIS, while 44% were in the process of evaluating
hardware and software for their EIS and attempting to
determine management needs, and 7% had no EIS existing
or planned. Only one of the organisations had experienced
complete EIS failure, in which the system had fallen into
disuse. For organisations whose EIS were already in op
eration, the average age of their EIS was 27.5 months.
Overall, the indications are that EIS is still relatively
recent in many large Australian organisations, though the
proportion of those in full operation had doubled since the
1989 study.
The most common hardware platform specification for
EIS was the ‘mainframe/mini and PCs’ which held for
81% of organisations (compared to 20% in 1989), fol
lowed by ‘PCs only’ with 13% (40% previously), ‘clientserver LAN and PCs’ 3% (0% previously), and only 3%
(40% previously) with ‘mainframe/mini and terminals’ as
their EIS hardware platform. The clear change has been
away from terminals towards PCs for the executive-user
workstations. Of the organisations which indicated the
software used for their EIS, Pilot was the most popular
choice with 26%, followed by Powerplay with 16%, while
other relatively popular choices included Corvu, Holos,
Express, and Commander.
For organisations whose EIS were already in operation,
information was obtained from the EIS managers concern
ing their estimates of the time spent by executives access
ing the EIS each week. The experience in the US indicates
that much time is also spent by the executives’ assistants
in using the EIS on their behalf. The EIS usage was
categorised into office automation (e.g. diary, electronic
mail), access to current status information (e.g. perform
ance reports of the company), access to projected trends of
the business (e.g. forecasting reports), querying the corpo
rate and external database (e.g. using SQL or natural
English), and analysis using models (e.g. spreadsheet).
The results are summarised in Table 2 below which indi
cates average usage per week and range of responses (in
brackets).
Table 2: Hours UsageAVeek — Average (Range).
Executive

Assistant

Office Automation

Activity

0.88 (0 - 3)

1.46 (0 - 10)

Current Status Information

2.14(1-6)

1.50(0-8)

Projected Trends

0.73 (0 - 2)

2.45 (0 - 20)
0.92 (0 -10)

Database Query

0.17(0-1)

Analysis

0.26 (0-1)

1.00(0-10)

TOTAL

4.18

7.33

The results above are similar to previous Australian and US
studies where executives spend no more than an hour (average
about 50 minutes in this sample) accessing their EIS each day,
their assistants also use the EIS on their behalf, and their
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assistants use the EIS for a greater amount of time (approxi
mately 1.5 hours per day). The ability to access current status
information, such as performance reports, was the main fea
ture most highly used by the executives in obtaining the dayto-day information needed for their decision making activi
ties. Although executives do spend some time utilising office
automation facilities, accessing the projected trends of the
business, querying corporate databases and performing analy
sis, the majority of these tasks are performed by the execu
tives’ assistants. The small number of executive user re
sponses suggest a higher usage by the executives and less by
the assistants, but the small number of responses are likely to
have been from the keenest users and their usage times may
not be representative.

Table 3: EIS Development Problems.
Problems
Keeping abreast with executives’
changing information requirements

Rate
(Aust)

Rank
(Aust)

Rank
(US)
1

3.58

1

Having sufficient staff and
computer resources

3.42

2

6

Getting executives to use the system

3.41

3

3

Maintaining executives’ interest

3.23

4

2

Identifying initial information
requirements

3.08

5

12

Avoiding political resistance

3.06

6

11

Combining multiple data sources

3.05

7

8

Defining the objectives of the systems

3.02

8

4

Getting committed executive
sponsorship

2.88

9

9

EIS Development

Maintaining sponsorship

2.87

10

10

Three major types of development strategy intended or used
for EIS development were most common. A ‘piecemeal’
strategy where in-house development with critical EIS fea
tures was conducted initially then optional features are added
over time using existing or purchased software tools was
most preferred (by 33%). This was followed by the ‘stand
alone’ strategy of in-house development using a purchased
EIS software generator (23%), then ‘consultant based’ where
the EIS was developed in house with assistance from a
vendor/consultant (17%). The ‘turnkey’ strategy, where the
EIS was fully developed by a vendor, was preferred by only
9%, as were the ‘full capacity’ approach of in-house develop
ment using existing software tools and a mix of other devel
opment strategies.
On average, the scheduled period of time anticipated by
organisations to complete the initial development of their EIS
was 9.7 months (with a median of 6 months). However, the
actual period of time spent on the initial EIS development was
a slightly higher average of 12.3 months (with a median of 8
months). Experience in the US (Watson 1991; Watson et al,
1991) suggest an average of 4.9 months to develop the initial
version of an EIS. This lengthy EIS development time in
Australian organisations could be attributable to a lack of
sufficient information on EIS and lack of experience with EIS
in Australia.
In this study, information was also sought to determine
the EIS development problems that Australian organisa
tions are likely to encounter. For organisations whose EIS
are currently under development/implementation or are
already in operation, the EIS managers were asked to
indicate the development problems that they have encoun
tered. For organisations that are still at the stage of
evaluating their EIS, the EIS managers were asked to
indicate their perception of the development problems that
they are likely to encounter.
All organisations were asked to indicate, on a scale of 1 (no
problem) to 5 (serious problem), the severity of twenty EIS
development problems identified in a maj or US study (Watson,
1991) and these are summarised in Table 3 below:

Managing the spread of the system

2.85

11

5

Learning to use the technology
required to develop the system

2.84

12

18

Linking the system to business
objectives

2.84

13

13

Getting accurate data

2.83

14

7

Justifying the cost of developing and
maintaining the system

2.81

15

17

Deciding what hardware and
software to use

2.66

16

20

Identifying technical system
requirements

2.59

17

16

Finding an initial application with
high impact

2.54

18

19

Turnover of executive sponsor

2.03

19

14

Getting support from the IS
department

1.59

20

15
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A Spearman Rank Correlation test on the two rankings
showed a correlation of 0.7789, which is significant at the
0.1% level, indicating that the Australian and US rankings are
very similar (with eight of the Australian top ten also in the US
top ten). Five of the top eight Australian development prob
lems related to ensuring the executives used the system
(rankings 3 and 4) and satisfying the requirements of the users
(rankings 1, 5 and 8). This leads to the conclusion that EIS
must first address the information requirements and objec
tives of the executive users in order to ensure their usage and
interest is maintained. This may also assist in avoiding politi
cal resistance (ranked 6) and enlisting and maintaining execu
tive sponsorship (rankings 9 and 10). Technical problems
(ranked 16 and 17) and the support of the IS department
(ranked 20, last) were not seen as critical.

EIS Reasons, Impacts and Issues
Although plenty of information is available from the literature
concerning the characteristics ofEIS, executive information
requirements and specific EIS applications, little research has
been conducted into determining the reasons for Australian
organisations needing EIS.
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Table 4: Reasons for needing EIS.
Reasons

Average
Rating

1 The need for more efficient reporting systems

4.29

2 The need for new, better and more timely information

4.18

3 Available critical information could not be quickly
or easily manipulated into a form useful to the
executives

4.17

4 The need to provide mechanisms to support
executives for improved decision making

4.09

5 Critical information was available but not easily
accessible

4.02

6 The need to improve the flow of critical information
to executives

3.92

7 The need to integrate information from diverse
and heterogeneous sources for the executive

Table 5: EIS Impacts.
Impacts

3.89

Average
1994

Average
1989
not included

a Increased Decision Making Speed

4.22

b Increased Problem Identification Speed

4.22

not included

c Increased Extent of Analysis

4.19

not included

d Increased Productivity

3.70

3.2

e Organisational Changes

3.05

2.5
2.0

8 Existing systems did not provide information in a
suitable form for executives

3.82

9 The need to be proactive in dealing with a turbulent
and competitive environment

f Changed Secretarial Role

2.64

3.64

g Increased Span of Control

2.59

2.9

10 The need for rapid status updates

3.38

h Easier Staff Selection

2.52

2.2

11 The need to be proactive in dealing with an
increasingly complex organisation

3.30

12 Information to support executive decision making
was not readily available from formal sources

3.29

13 Critical information was not available to meet
executives’ needs

2.99

14 There was insufficient information available from
existing systems to support executives

2.89

The major reasons for needing EIS are summarised in
Table 4 above (where the ratings were from ‘Strongly Disa
gree’ to ‘Strongly Agree’ on a 1-5 Likert scale). The ratings
for the above generally agree with the literature on EIS.
According to Friend (1986), the summary reports of transac
tions and financial activities produced by traditional MIS for
executive review, are overly detailed and contain information
that is irrelevant to the executive’s job. Any piece of data in a
report or information system that is irrelevant to a particular
executive, impedes the executive’s ability to get at the impor
tant information. The above table indicates that better report
ing systems, better, more timely information, and the avail
ability, integration and form of information were major rea
sons for needing an EIS. A lack of information was not usually
the problem, in that the last statement on the table implies that
organisations currently have sufficient information available
from existing systems but this information is not provided to
the executives in a suitable format to support their decision
making activities.
The perceived impacts of the EIS within the organisation are
summarised in Table 5 with the average ratings of the corre
sponding impacts included in the 1989 study (again with a 1-5
Likert scale from ‘Strongly Disagree’ to ‘Strongly Agree’).
It is clear that there is now a significantly stronger perception
of increased general productivity. The impacts on decision
making speed, extent of analysis, and problem identification
speed are all perceived to be strong. The EIS is also perceived to
have stronger impact than previously on all other factors except
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increased span of control. The small sample of executive user
responses matched these EIS manager perceptions closely with
the executive productivity impacts being ranked first and the
strength of the impact almost identical to the EIS manager
perceptions. This general increase in the impact of EIS may
relate to the fact that the 1994 sample included a larger propor
tion of organisations with EIS in place.

The above perceptions were similar between those organi
sations with operational EIS and those without. Pearson
correlation tests revealed the impact on increased span of
control and on ease of staff selection was significantly higher
for larger organisations, which may relate to the pressure to
downsize in many of the larger organisations.
It has been argued that the introduction ofEIS also impacts
upon the general attitude of the executives towards IT. These
effects may include a greater belief in the use of IT for
competitive advantage, better planning and control from IT
through timely and better quality information, greater control
over the business arising from the IT providing an improved
mental model of the organisation, and a greater emphasis on
introducing more IT into the organisation. The responses to
these issues (also on a 1-5 Likert scale from ‘Strongly Disa
gree’ to ‘Strongly Agree’) are summarised in Table 6 below
(including the 1989 study).
Table 6: Manager Perceptions of Executive’ Attitude to IT.
IT Attitudes
a Improved Planning and Control

Average
1994
3.97

Average
1989
4.3

b IT Competitive Advantage

3.86

3.8

c More IT Introduced

3.67

3.7

d Better Control, Improved Mental Model

3.48

3.6

From Table 6, gaining competitive advantage and im
proving management’s planning and control of the organisa
tion, through IT usage, were rated the highest. The impor
tance of these two issues were identified in the US literature
on EIS (Friend, 1986). More senior executives are now
becoming aware of the strategic benefits that IT can provide
and as such, they are becoming less resistant to the introduc
tion to IT. The small number of executive respondents ranked
these impacts on IT attitude in precisely the same order.
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These attitudes are generally unchanged from the 1989 study
except for a slight fall in the perceived impact on planning
and control. No significant differences were apparent on any
of these impacts between ElS-operational organisations and
the others.
EIS havetheirfairshareofproblemsandanumberofissues which
have major influences on their effectiveness have been identified by
Rockart and DeLong (1988). The responses to these issues are
summarised in Table 7 (using a 1 -5 Likert scale from ‘Not important
at all’ to ‘Very important’):
Table 7: EIS Organisational and Technical Issues.
Average
1994

Average
1989

a Influencing organisational use of
computers

3.73

3.7

b Providing end-user support

3.71

3.9

c Data Management Difficulties

3.55

4.3

d Software and Hardware Capabilities

3.48

4.4

e Reflecting Management Style

3.33

3.5

f Ensuring Security

2.99

4.2

g Development and Implementation
Problems

2.84

4.0

h Political Implications

2.60

3.5

Issues

Although all of the above issues were of equal importance in
the US, only (a) to (e) received an average rating above 3 from
Australian organisations. This could be due to the fact that
almost half of the organisations were at the evaluation stage.
Convincing top management that an EIS will be well used and
cost justified may be an important issue before any systems
development project gets the approval. It should also be noted
that all ofthe issues were generally perceived to be less important
than before, perhaps indicating a growing level of maturity with
EIS. This is particularly so with the technical issues which»all
rated and ranked much lower than in 1989. This may relate to the
substantial increase in the number of EIS software generators
and commercial packages now available in the market.
With only 16% of organisations having EIS that are in full
operation, this may be the reason for political problems being
rated the least important. However, this issue may increase in
significance as more organisations progress from the evalua
tion stage to the operational stage in the near future. A one
way analysis of variance showed that the importance of the
‘Software and Hardware Capabilities’ issue was significantly
higher for organisations whose EIS were not yet operational
than for those with fully operational EIS, indicating that the
need to identify, acquire and integrate hardware and software
is more important at this stage.
Pearson correlation tests exploring the association be
tween the various organisational demographics and these
issues were conducted. While no significant correlations were
found for any of the issues with revenue, profit and total asset
value, a significant correlation did exist between the hard
ware/software problems and the size of the organisation in
terms of number of employees. This may be suggesting the
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difficulty of addressing these compatibility and integration
issues when the organisations are large with many users and
systems. Government organisations among the respondents
found ‘Political Problems’ significantly more important than
did non-government organisations, which could be an indica
tor of the higher level of bureaucracy in these organisations
compared to the generally flatter organisational structures of
the non-government organisations.
According to Daneshgar (1993), EIS are one of the popular
applications of the 1990s but EIS implementations have a very
high rate of failure in Australia. In order to determine what
factors may lead to EIS failure in some way or another, seventeen
failure factors (partially derived from Watson and Glover, 1989;
and Glover et al, 1992) were examined in this study.
Table 8 below shows the responses to these failure factors,
which were rated on a 1-5 Likert scale from 1 ‘Strongly disagree’
to 5 ‘Strongly agree’. The data indicates that inadequate or
inappropriate technology was perceived as the most likely cause
of EIS failure. In the US studies ‘inadequate/inappropriate
technology’ was also cited as the major cause of EIS failure.
Many of the failed systems either may have been implemented
before adequate technology was commercially available or had
been built with inappropriate technology.
The ‘lack of executive sponsorship’ was also the second
major cause ofEIS failure in the US, but this was not perceived
as critical to EIS failure by the Australian EIS managers. This
may be because the issue had not yet been faced in the organi
sations in the sample, though this author is aware of two local
organisations where the EIS has ‘fallen from grace’ because the
major executive sponsor (in both cases the CEO) left the
organisation and the replacement did not give the same support.
Table 8: Perceived EIS Failure Factors.
Perceived Failure Factors

Rate
(Aust)

a Inadequate/inappropriate technology

4.75

b Loss of interest by executives

4.25

c Unavailability of data

4.25

d Poorly planned system evolution leading to inability
to frequently demonstrate new break-throughs

3.75

e Doubtful data integrity

3.75

,

f Difficulty in reaching operational status due to
technical difficulties
r

3.75

g EIS unable to adapt to executive/organisation’s
changing requirements

3.50

h Inability to cost-justify the EIS

3.25

i

System is difficult to use

3.25

j

Lack of commitment/support by top management

3.00

k Organisational resistance to change/techriology

3.00

1

System objectives not linked to business strategy

2.75

m Perception of system by executives as unimportant

2.75

n Insufficient depth of information
o Lack of executive sponsorship

2.75
,2.50

p Insufficient/incompetent system support staff

2.50

q Failure of system to meet executive information
requirements

2.00
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In the Glover etal (l 992) study into EIS failures, respond
ent’s indicated examples of inadequate/inappropriate tech
nology to include the use of:
— dumb terminals instead of graphically enhanced personal
computers
— function keys to access screens and functions, instead of
touch-screens or mouse
— text-only displays instead of enhanced graphics and icons
— software that could not extract, filter and condense infor
mation or display it in various formats for individual
executives
— software that could not capture information from several
sources and formats at an acceptable speed
Though this study has not investigated the reasons for
‘inadequate/inappropriate technology’ being a major EIS
failure factor in Australian organisations, it is assumed that the
reasons are very much in-line with the US.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This study has attempted to create a reasonably com
prehensive picture of the state of EIS in Australia
today. While the penetration ofEIS into large Austral
ian organisations is increasing, progress has been slower
than expected and the average age of the operational
EIS was less than three years. The preferred hardware
platform is now clearly PCs networked to# mainframe
(where the key organisational information usually re
sides), but the software platforms are mixed (though
Pilot is quite popular). Executive usage averaged about
one hour per day which is similar to most prior studies
in Australia and the US, and about half of that time
related to accessing current status information.
EIS development strategies were mixed, though ‘piece
meal’ was most preferred, followed by ‘stand alone’ and
‘consultant based’. Development times were longer than
anticipated (a typical occurrence in any IS development),
and substantially longer than reported in the US, perhaps
reflecting a lack of EIS experience in Australia. Major
development problems centred around addressing execu
tives’ initial and ongoing information requirements in
order to ensure maintained interest and usage of the EIS,
while technical issues were not paramount. These results
a very similar to US studies.
The reasons for needing EIS were mainly focused on
providing better and more timely critical information in a
form suitable for manipulation. The systems were per
ceived to enhance executive productivity and'all of the
perceived impacts were stronger than in the previous
Australian study. Impacts of EIS on executive attitudes
towards IT were positive and similar to previous studies.
The major issues in relation to EIS seemed to have shifted
away from the technical to the organisational, perhaps
reflecting a slowly growing maturity in relation to EIS and
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the availability of more and better EIS generators. Techni
cal problems seemed to be more significant for those
organisations in the development and implementation phase
and for larger organisations with a greater number of users
and a possible greater variety of platforms. Perceptions of
the causes of failure were similar to US studies and
inadequate or inappropriate technology was seen as the
major likely cause of failure.
Though the above represents a reasonable overview of
EIS in Australian organisations, further work is necessary
in three major areas. First, the study relates to the largest
Australian organisations and a follow-up survey of small
to medium sized organisations is planned. Second, most of
the information has come from those managing the EIS,
and more extensive investigations are needed of the ex
ecutive users’ views. Some studies aimed at more pre
cisely measuring the effectiveness of EIS are planned.
Finally, more in-depth case studies are needed to more
fully understand and explain the reasons behind many of
the issues and problems, and a number of the organisations
surveyed in this study have expressed an interest in pro
viding such cases.
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LeVITUS, B and EVANS, J. (1996): Cheap and Easy Internet Access for
Windows, AP Professional, Boston, 349 pp. plus CD-ROM,
$US 24.95.
This is an introductory text to the Internet for people working in a Windows
environment. It is not, according to the authors, a 1000 page book which
explains everything about the Internet. Its target audience is budget conscious
people wanting to acquire inexpensive access to the information superhighway.
The book begins by describing the advantages and disadvantages of
connecting to the Internet via an Internet Service Provider (ISP) or alterna
tively through a commercial online service such as America Online (AOL),
CompuServe, or Prodigy. Though contact details are provided for various
online services, most of this information is geared towards the American
reader. However the chapter concludes with a useful list of questions covering
the issues of access, support, and cost. Satisfactory answers to these questions
should be received before signing a service agreement with any potential ISP.
The next step to getting connected to the Internet requires buying the
correct equipment. Hardware topics covered in the book include modems,
serial ports, RAM, parity, the CPU, clock rate, hard drive disk space, and
monitors. From a software perspective, the authors discuss TCP/IP (the
common language of the Internet), Point to Point Protocol (PPP), Serial Line
Interface Protocol (SLIP), Winsock (a networking protocol standard), oper
ating systems (they like the built-in connectivity of Windows 95), plus a
selection ofcommercial Internet hookup packages, for example, Quarterdeck
IntemetSuite and NetCruiser. Other issues examined are the World Wide
Web, electronic mail, Usenet (a collection of newsgroups each devoted to a
particular theme), and IRC (Internet Relay Chat).
The third chapter, the central part of the book, describes how to surf the
Internet. It begins with a few basics like URLs (Uniform Resource Locators
which are the standard way of specifying the address of a file, document, or
resource on the Internet), network load (what it is and what to do about it), and
mirrors (alternate Internet sites which duplicate the contents of original sites).
But the bulk of the chapter is devoted to Internet service utilities. These are
applications which provide access to Internet services like the Web, elec
tronic mail, FTP (File Transfer Protocol), and Usenet.
Included are installation and configuration instructions for these service
utilities, advice about how to use them, and the reasons why the authors
recommend them, as well as what they don’t like. Web browsers discussed
include Netscape, Internet Explorer, and HotJava. The two email utilities
recommended are Eudora and E-mail Connection. Other subjects examined
are FTP (WS_FTP, Windows 95 FTP), Usenet (WinVN, FreeAgent), IRC,
Telnet, Archie, Finger, Whois, Ping, and search engines. Another section
looks at helper applications and plug-ins which work with Netscape Naviga
tor 2.0 on the Windows 95 platform.
The last chapter of the book concentrates on those Internet sites which the
authors recommend visiting. The companion CD-ROM contains a selection
of shareware and freeware Internet tools.
Tony Stevenson
MKD Software Consulting
THOMPSON, R. B. et al (1996): Windows NT Workstation 4.0 Internet and
Networking Handbook, 900 pp., $89.95.
Published under the banner of ‘Windows’ Magazine, this book declares that
it is “The expert’s guide to Windows NT Communications”, with a target
audience of accomplished to expert readers. Unfortunately, however, much
of the book (856 pages plus index and CD) appears to be written for people
new to Windows NT and the Windows 95 interface or simply new to
computing. For example, accomplished to expert readers do not need to be
told things like “But not only do you get three channels with BRI, the two B
channels can theoretically deliver up to 64 kilobits per second (kbps) line
spead each. That’s a total speed of up to 128 kbps!”, under the heading
‘Installing and Configuring ISDN Adaptors’. Similarly, accomplished or
expert readers will perhaps not need a primer on bytes, nibbles, words, ASCII
representation, binary notation, the difference between digital and analog
signals, or a detailed discussion (with screen shots) of how to use the ‘Install
New Modem’ wizard, etc. ...
For the more accomplished reader, the book does offer useful discussions
on networking, internet protocols and addressing, ftp, as well as information
on building a web site, intranets, messaging and setting up a NT workstation
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as a file server. However, patience is required in order to extract the more
complex information from the introductory level content.
In summary, the book suffers from a loss of focus and overstating its case
with respect to its content (Maximise Windows NT’s Powerful Communica
tion Options) and its stated audience. However, for a technical person who is
not a computing professional, this volume covers auseful range of topic areas.
Geoff Moten
Quality Coal Consulting
TERANO, T., ASAI, K., and SUGENO, M. (ed.) (1994): Applied Fuzzy
Systems, AP Professional, 302pp., $US 39.95 (hardcover).
This is a translation from the Japanese edition a book written by the leading
experts in the application of fuzzy logic in industry. The book includes case
studies of wide ranging applications, from research to industry and business.
A concise introduction to fuzzy logic is provided in Chapter 2,
moving from traditional set theory and logic to fuzzy set theory and
logic. The fuzzy inference system is also included to give readers a
background to the application of the fuzzy logic in the following
chapters. A problem set is provided at the end of this chapter for serious
readers to get a deeper understanding.
Chapter 3 can be considered to be the core of this book. It starts off with
an example in a very difficult industrial application — in Blast Furnace
Control. In this system, operator knowledge in controlling the operation ofthe
furnace was converted into fuzzy membership functions. A learning mecha
nism was put in place to correct various anomalies in operators’ knowledge.
This system was commissioned in 1987 and controls up to 95% of the
operation of a furnace. Another heavy industry application — in steel cold
rolling operation — is presented next. In this application fuzzy reasoning is
introduced and a three fold improvement is attained compared with the old set
up. The next example of fuzzy logic is in cruise speed control in automobiles.
The application of a fuzzy logic controller in a real car on an expressway was
tested in Japan. The performance in terms of the smoothness of gear transition
compared favourably with a traditional PID controller. The fourth example is
a rainwater pump controller, where a fuzzy controller is used to control pump
operation during various rainfall conditions. The operation of the pumping
system was shown to be smoother compared with human operators. The next
example is what is commonly used to demonstrate the practicality of fuzzy
logic: automatic train operation. The design process for an actual fuzzy
automatic train operation system is presented. This system has been in
operation since July 1987 in the Sendai subway system. The chapter finishes
with the two usual pattern recognition problems namely speech recognition
and image recognition.
The application of fuzzy logic to expert systems is described in Chapter 4.
Examples in bus scheduling, structural reliability evaluation, decision-mak
ing support systems and medical diagnosis make for interesting reading,
although some of these could have been included in Chapter 3.
Chapter 5 deals with applications in business. Fuzzy applications to
various aspects of business related issues are demonstrated, including various
operation research problems and modelling of complex systems. Slotted
among these dull business systems is an interesting example of a used car
evaluation system.
Fuzzy computers and software are discussed in Chapter 6. I was a bit
disappointed with the material covered in this chapter. Perhaps understand
able given the limited space the authors have allocated to these vast fields.
Nevertheless it gives a brief overview of devices employed in various
implementations of fuzzy computer and a brief description of fuzzy based
artificial languages — fuzzy Prolog and fuzzy LISP.
Overall, I find this book very interesting and enlightening, in that it gives
a brief overview to what has been done using fuzzy logic through practical
examples. It is supported by extensive references at the end of each chapter
for interested readers. It is useful for people intending to apply fuzzy logic to
system design.
Nhi Ta
Electronics, Macquarie University
GUPTA, G. (1994): Multiprocessor Execution ofLogic Programs, Kluwer
Academic Publishers, 243pp., $US 97.50.
“Multiprocessor Execution of Logic Programs” is derived from Gupta’s PhD
thesis, submitted in 1992, and then published as this book in 1994.
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The first part of the book reviews most of the execution models that have
been proposed for logic programs. Gupta develops a taxonomy of the
different approaches that can be taken to the parallelization of logic programs,
and presents an important proof about the computational costs involved.
Although the book speaks of logic programs, it is very strongly Prolog
oriented. For instance, the proof that he presents holds for Prolog, but doesn’t
hold for other logic programming languages such as Mercury. In spite of this
flaw, the first part of the book is a very good review of the field ofparallel logic
programming as it stood in 1992.
Unfortunately, since this work was done, there has been quite a strong
shift in the parallel logic programming community, away from complex
execution models that handle every possible case at runtime towards
simpler models that rely on the presence of compile-time information, and
the avoidance of many of the costly but very infrequent cases. This is the
main defect of this book — not that it is incorrect, but that it is out of date.
It was written just as this shift was occuring, so in some sense represents the
last word of the old guard.
The second and third parts of this book motivate and present an And-Or
parallel execution model. In spite of the fact that earlier in the book Gupta
observes that most of the and-or parallel execution models thus far proposed
are too complex and have therefore never been fully implemented, the scheme
he presents is quite complex, and he only mentions briefly the experimental
implementation of a subset of the scheme.
As I observed earlier, the literature review aspects of this book are very
good, but the original research that it presents has been rather out-dated.
Thomas Conway
University ofMelbourne
LANGTON, C. G. (ed.) (1995): Artificial Life: An Overview, The MIT Press,
USA, 340 pp, SUS42.
The term “Artificial Life”, as used in this collection of papers and essays (all
of which have been previously published in the journal “Artificial Life”), is
based on the concept of “life made by humans rather than by nature”. But
because the discipline of Artificial Life is new, the editor points out that it “is
not yet ready to be constrained by quick and short definitions”.
The central focus of Artificial Life involves studying biological phenom
ena (and in particular the synthesis of such phenomena) in order to learn more
about life itself. Further research can then be undertaken to investigate the
possibilities of either extending or creating life in different forms than are
currently known to exist. However such research endeavours, by their very
nature, result in Pandora’s box being opened up, revealing an assortment of
difficult and controversial technical, philosophical, and ethical issues which
subsequently need resolution.
One of the major characteristics of Artificial Life as a field of study is its
encompassment of multiple scientific disciplines. Because of its interdiscipli
nary nature (with an increased likelihood for complexity), the papers selected
for this book have purposely been written at a high level, making them
suitable reading for anyone with some background scientific knowledge. And
where appropriate throughout the book, definitions and explanations of
scientific terms have been included.
But what is the link between Artificial Life and the discipline of comput
ing? It is interesting to note that of the 17 papers contained within the book,
the majority of them have been written by computer scientists or scientists
involved in disciplines closely associated with computing.
In order to better comprehend different aspects of biology, one of the goals
of Artificial Life is to build biological phenomena from artificially con
structed pieces. So by synthesis invaluable knowledge is gained, which is in
direct contrast to a reductionist approach in which naturally occurring
biological forms are separated into their basic constituents.
The role of the computer in this synthesis is as the tool used to construct
the artificial components using either hardware (robotics, etc.), software
(computer programs and systems written in such a manner as to replicate and
evolve), or wetware (organic molecules, etc., which similarly replicate and
evolve). This concept of software synthesis is covered in detail in the paper
titled “An Evolutionary Approach to Synthetic Biology: Zen and the Art of
Creating Life”.
Another paper in the book is devoted to listing other texts (along with
a short review) on Artificial Life and related topics. The references
included here to both books and conference proceedings are those
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considered by the author to be central to understanding this new and
growing discipline.
For anyone interested in Artificial Life, the overview articles gathered
together into this book represent a good starting point for their research.
Tony Stevenson
MKD Software Consulting
WITKIN, N. (1995): Enterprise Networking for Information Systems Pro
fessionals, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 254 pp., $69.95
The author sets out “to eliminate for others the sorts of difficulties I
encountered in exploring and understanding the key issues and concepts in the
fast changing world of data communications”. What he actually provides is
a collation of much first level technical detail associated with communica
tions media and related low level protocols.
The book is organised into 10 chapters and a number of appendices:
— Communications and Information Systems — offers an appraisal of the
evolution of IT&T technologies and the demands placed upon them.
— Choices in Transmission — enumerates issues and options affecting the
communication of information.
— Layered Communications Architectures — introduces and details, in
particular, the ISO seven layer model.
— Topologies and Medium Access—examines various network topologies
and respective issues relating to device access and management
— Media — discusses various types of communications media and their
characteristics
— Signaling—details various methods for communicating data by convert
ing digital information to some form of energy and back again
— Local Area Networks — discusses aspects of the major networks
— Metropolitan Area Networks — in particular, FDDI
— Wide Area Networks — offers a brief but wide ranging discussion
including voice and data communication, modems, Frame Relay, T1, T3,
SONET, ISDN and ATM
— IBM and SNA — provides an overview of the structure of IBM’s premier
communications architecture and some issues involving use ofits protocols
— Bridges and Routers — compares and contrasts the functions of bridges,
routers and gateways
— Appendices include a Bibliography, a Glossary of Data Communications
Acronyms, and overviews of Cyclical Redundancy Checks, LLC Struc
ture and Protocol and How Optical Fibres Work.
One of the author’s intentions is that the book “be a general tutorial... on
data communication technologies and choices”. However, although it does
begin with a guide to the chapters and their contents and although each chapter
does provide either a review of the previous one or an overview of itself, the
book lacks the top down approach, clarity of structure and case study
examples necessary for effective instruction.
In addition, for the audience at which the book is aimed, I would like to
have seen less of a focus on the detail of the lower levels of the ISO stack or
equivalent, with more discussion of the higher ones and the principles of their
implementation and integration. Also, I would place greater value on the book
were it more forward looking. It contains copious historical information but
little on emerging technologies or thfeir adoption.
The author’s further intention for his study, however, is that it provide “a
single point compendium of information”. This it does admirably and for
those who need or desire a reference detailing everything from the SDLC/
HDLC Receiver’s Bit Unstuffing Algorithm to the principles of operation of
SONET; this book can be recommended.
Rob Owen
;
Adelaide
WAYNER,P. (1996): Disappearing Cryptography: Being and Nothingness
on the Net, AP Professional, 295pp., US$29.95 (paperback).
“This book is about making information disappear", (p.l, opening line)
Wayner sets out to provide the background and practical knowledge
required to enable the reader to take advantage of, and experiment with,
information hiding. The underlying principle being that no communication is
absolutely secure unless no one, other than your intended recipient, knows it
has even occurred.
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The book is aimed at two broad groups, those who want to understand how
cryptography and steganography work, and those who want to begin using
them. Wayner’s approach is to divide each chapter into three sections.
The first sets the scene. Some of these were difficult to put into context
until I read into the second section.
The middle of each chapter provides a general outline of the topic at hand.
Wayner explains core concepts, often referring back to the opening example.
This section is aimed at readers who want to understand the topic, but may not
want to delve into the implementation details.
The final part of each chapter explores the nitty-gritty aspects of imple
mentation. He provides the theory and mathematics needed to build working
code, and often refers the reader to examples available online. Throughout the
book Wayner makes reference to more detailed and more technical sources
listed in the bibliography.
The bibliography itself starts out with a brief description of related technologies
which are discussed in many of the references. I found this to be an excellent idea,
priming the reader so they understand some of the terminology they will encounter.
In an Appendix, Wayner provides a full source listing in Pascal for his own
Grammar-based Mimicry program (with C code available on request). This
method uses Greibach Normal Form (a form of context-free grammar) to
encode bits within readable text. This review could have been constructed in
such a way as to hide an altogether different message.
I found several of the more mathematical sections heavy reading, but well
explained. As a whole, the book works well. Wayner does not set out to deli ver
all there is to know on the subject. As an introduction that whets your appetite
and lets you sink your teeth into some real material, this is an excellent book.
If you ever wanted to know how and why to hide data, this book provides an
excellent starting point to jump off into more detailed works.
Steven Clark
Northern Territory University
KHEBBAL, S. and SHARPINGTON, C. (eds.) (1996): Rapid Application
Generation of Business and Finance Software, Kluwer Academic
Publishers, Boston, 212pp, $US 99.50.
This book examines in detail the HANSA (Heterogeneous Application
geNerator Standard Architecture) project. This is based on an objectoriented, client/server development framework designed to facilitate the
rapid application generation of information systems using a combination of
standard tools (databases and spreadsheets) and artificial intelligence
techniques (neural networks, expert systems, and genetic algorithms). Four
systems already built using HANSA include a direct marketing application,
a banking application, a bankruptcy prediction application, and an execu
tive information systems application.
The central issue tackled in this book is to investigate strategies and
techniques for the development of diverse types of information systems
utilising the latest and emerging technologies. The focus is on those complex
applications of technology where an underlying model is often difficult to
fully derive.
The goals are to find ways of reducing development times, and subse
quently time to market, for these types of system while still maintaining
stability and quality.
HANSA, a collaborative, international project run from 1992 to 1995, is
primarily concerned with the creation of intelligent data analysis applications
capable of being executed on either IBM PC and/or UNIX workstations.
The editors, who co-ordinated the HANSA project, have divided the book
into four parts.
Part one concentrates on the HANSA toolkit and the tools available for
rapid application development. For example, one chapter in this part de
scribes in detail the Mimenice tool, a neural network simulator.
The second part looks at object-oriented integration methods, technolo
gies, and frameworks. The emphasis in this part of the book is on Microsoft’s
Object Linking and Embedding (OLE is a linking and communication
protocol), and CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture), an
object-based messaging facility for a distributed object environment, which
has resulted from the work of the Object Management Group.
Part three consists of four chapters, each of which has been devoted to
describing one of the real-world applications mentioned above. The final part
contains an evaluation of the HANSA framework, With the editors drawing
conclusions from the work which has already been completed, as well as
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looking at future possibilities. One such direction is the development of a
distributed HANSA framework which would permit systems to be created
using tools distributed over a network.
The appendix of this book contains details about the FTP (File Transfer
Protocol) site which has been set up for the HANSA project. From there it is
possible to download the complete HANSA Framework for both PC and
UNIX platforms, as well as associated technical and user documentation, via
anonymous FTP.
Tony Stevenson
MKD Software Consulting
LANG, C. and CHOW, J. (1996): Database Publishing on the Web and
Intranets, Coriolis Group, Scottsdale, AZ, 510pp., US$39.99, (softback
+ CDRom).
What a timely arrival this book was, but ultimately what a disappointment! I
had been planning for sometime to introduce the topic of world wide web
based databases into one of the subjects I teach and was looking for ideas and
inspiration - then this book arrived and I readily agreed to review it in the
expectation it would provide just that. Database Publishing aims to show the
reader how databases and web technology can be integrated so that she will
be able to create and maintain a database driven web site with dynamically
updated web pages. It is designed for those people who have some knowledge
of HTML and now wish to add a database capability to their web site. In doing
so, it assumes some knowledge of SQL.
The authors have good intentions and must be congratulated for writing a
book that does not cover the glamourous and glitzy side of the web most authors
hanker after, rather they show how that mainstay of most business enterprises,
databases, can be utilised to provide information on the fly to a widely disparate
audience; the trouble is that they do it in such a boring manner. The book starts
well enough giving the reader an overview of how web databases operate but
then in the remainder of the chapter they just regurgitate information from the
FAQ’s (Frequently Asked Questions) that can be found on the Internet,
admittedly with some editting but surely it would have been more productive
and interesting to explain things from a different viewpoint? Chapter 2
discusses the components and possible architectures for amalgamation of web
technology and DBMS tools, typically this involves introducing an intermedi
ary (possibly some sort of CGI application or API server extension) between the
two creating a three-tier system. The next chapter is again in Q&A format and
looks at design and development issues. Some form of input screen, data
validation and display method are fundamental for this type of application and
Chapter 4 discusses the use of HTML forms for input, JavaScript for validation
and the use of tables to display results. There are a number of typos and diagram
mismatches here that may mislead the unwary and it would have been
preferable for the screen displays to have been placed nearer the relevant text.
The next six chapters contain summaries of a number of web database products,
interviews of people who have developed them, and a Hello database applica
tion constructed with each. For thecurious, the products discussed are ColdFusion,
dbWeb, JAGG, DataRamp, LiveWire, and PowerBuilder. Chapter 11 consists
of conversations with some Web Database programmers and to my mind would
have been better left out as would have the next chapter which lists the main
features of some 80 web database products (citing what the vendors say about
their product) including those given separate attention in the earlier chapters.
An abridged version ofthis chapter is also on the accompanying CD-ROM with
live links to each vendor’s site. A fairly comprehensive list of references
follows, then a couple of pages describing the contents of the CD-ROM is
succeeded by a detailed index.
As intimated above, I was disappointed with this book, finding that it
lacked detail and certainly did not provide the promised step-by-step guide
to building a web and/or intranet publishing system (in fact intranet is not
even listed in the index). Sure it provides some useful starting information
but this would not enable you to build comprehensive and secure sites. It
would have been better to drop chapters 11 and 12, which comprise almost
a third of the book, and expand the preceeding six chapters with more
detailed and complex examples. I have no doubt the authors know their stuff
and undertook quite a bit of research before writing the book but, the
presentation needs sprucing up and the editorial knife should have been
wielded with more alacrity. Not recommended.
Andrew Wenn.
Victoria University of Technology (Footscray).
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AITKEN, P. (1996): Web Developer’s Guide to JavaScript and VBscript,
Coriolis Group, Scottsdale, AZ, 393pp., US$39.99, (softback +
CDRom).
Still more books about the World Wide Web! This text introduces two
of the ancillary features that are available to those web authors who may
wish to move away from the fairly static HTML 2.0 based web pages
they have used in the past — that is JavaScript and VBScript. It does this
with a moderate degree of success and I say moderate because it seems
to me that the book has two problems, firstly it has difficulty deciding
what audience to aim for and secondly it tries to adequately cover two
quite different scripting languages, each with differing levels of matu
rity, in the same text.
However, more of that later. Firstly we need to define what a scripting
language is. In the words of the author, “a scripting language is used within
a program to extend its capabilities” (page 2), A typical example of a
scripting language is that used to write macros in Lotus 1-2-3. JavaScript,
developed by Netscape Communications, and VBScript, developed by
Microsoft, are languages designed to extend the capabilities of Web pages.
Examples of the use of such languages on the WWW are for client-side
input validation, dynamic date display on pages or implementing scrolling
text displays. JavaScript is the more highly developed of the two but as the
author points out VBScript is coming a close second; however, throughout
the book the author is at pains to point out that the version of VBScript he
is describing may not be the one that you obtain. In my opinion, this is
another reason for not covering VBScript in this book, it would have been
better to wait for VBScript to stabilise rather than rush out a book that
describes a very early version.
The book consists of 15 chapters and two appendices, an analysis of
which reveals the following contents. Chapter 1 describes scripting lan
guages in general and provides two very simple examples — one for each
language covered in this text. Chapter 2 provides a very brief and simple
introduction to HTML; given the content of later chapters and the knowl
edge expected of the reader I feel that this should have been relegated to an
appendix or left out altogether. Next we have a chapter describing how to
use Netscape Navigator Gold as an editor; again, I feel, that this would be
better placed in an appendix. Arriving at Chapter 4 we finally meet
JavaScript, here we are taken through another simple program and a quick
tour of the language syntax and operators. We also learn about arrays,
functions and objects, the chapter concluding with the code for a RPN
calculator — far too complex I would have thought for an introductory
chapter. Chapter 5, really a reference chapter, describes the objects avail
able in JavaScript; likewise Chapter 6 provides a comprehensive descrip
tion of the JavaScript methods and functions. Chapter 7 describes event
driven programming and shows how it can be used to provide data
validation in HTML forms. Chapters 8 and 9 are used to develop two larger
JavaScript applications — a document outliner and a series of forms with
data validation. A collection of odds and ends all relating to JavaScript are
described in Chapter 10. In Chapters 11 to 15 a similar selection of material
is covered, but in less detail, using VBScript. The demonstration applica
tion this time is a simple calculator. Two appendices follow, one providing
an overview of the WWW and the other describing the contents of the
CDRom — nothing really new or startling here I’m afraid —just the source
code from the book, some demonstrations and the usual PD software such
as Map Edit, Paint Shop Pro etc.
In a longer review than this I would spend some time comparing the
two languages but suffice it to say I feel that the language you choose to
use will depend more on your previous background (C or C++
for Javascript, Visual Basic for VBScript) as both appear to offer
similar functionality.
The book is quite easy to read, despite quite a few typos, with the
author having a rather “chatty” style but, he does have trouble deciding
who the audience is going to be. The source code formatting is some
what erratic, making it difficult for a beginner to follow. Those things
said however, I would recommend this book to someone who wanted a
reasonably comprehensive outline of what web scripting languages can
do — in particular JavaScript. For VBScript I think I would
look elsewhere.
Andrew Wenn.
Victoria University of Technology (Footscray).
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YEAGER, N. J. and McGRATH, R. E. (1996): Web Server Technology:
The Advanced Guide for World Wide Web Information Providers.,
Morgan Kaufman Publishers, San Francisco, California, 407pp.,
Unspecified price.
This is a realistic and comprehensive examination of the technology behind
the World Wide Web. It is very much a How and Why journey, beginning with
how the HTTP protocol works and how servers have been designed to
implement it, through to why particular implementations might better meet
some needs over others.
More than just a technical exposition, it is ajourney through the server side
of the World Wide Web. The authors cover configuration, performance,
caching and searching, and consider the state of the art and possible future of
security and digital commerce technologies. The text is written in clear,
concise language and would be accessible to beginners and experienced
practitioners alike. Rather than dealing with specific software examples, the
authors have focused on basic principles and technologies and this gives the
book a unique relevance.
Simple examples are used liberally throughout the book to illustrate how
various alternatives actually work, and are worth following through with the
text. Illustrations and tables have a consistent, uncluttered design and consoli
date the discussion rather than distract from it.
Although they have generally focused their discussion on Unix
implementations (being the most common platform for webservers as they
wrote) the authors have also discussed non-Unix servers to highlight imple
mentation differences. Yeager and McGrath make use of a wide range of
online references, with the ‘References’ section reading like a who’s who of
World Wide Web development.
I enjoyed reading this book, and recommend it to anyone interested in
learning how Web server technology works. The sections covering perform
ance, server security and digital commerce are particularly interesting. The
descriptions of firewalls, caching and encryption technologies are amoung
the clearest I have read so far.
Steven Clark
Northern Territoty University
GIBSON, W. (1996): Idoru, Penguin Books Australia Ltd, Ringwood,
292 pp., $19.95
The story of Idoru (“idol-singers”), told from a number of perspectives, is the
hunt to find out the truth about whether Rez, a top recording artist in the band
Lo/Rez, has gone completely barking mad. His management are denying that
he had announced his intention to marry a computer-generated woman, Rei
Toei. Fans of popular music are always ready to accept, ignore, or defend the
foibles of their idols, but surely this time, Rez has gone too far.
There are two main characters questing to find out what Rez is doing.
One is Chia Pet McKenzie, a young girl from the Seattle chapter of the Lo/
Rez fanclub, and the other is Colin Laney, a man hired for his natural ability
to find patterns and connections in data, without logical analysis. Things
become worse when Chia finds herself lumbered with a bag belonging to a
smuggler, and Laney becomes the survelliance target of his previous
employers, Slitscan.
,j
Slitscan is one of those “investigative” television programs, a combination
of the worst excesses of tabloid journalism, spying on the lives of the famous
for public consumption. When Alison Shires, a woman having an affair with
a celebrity, somehow became aware of Slitscans intrusive eye on her life, she
commited suicide. Laney decided it was time to get out.
This is Gibson’s first work since his unsuccessful novel “Virtual Light”
(1993), and the even less-successful “Johnny Mpemnonic” screenplay. If this
is the novel that was to resurrect his shining star, it has fizzled out.
“Idoru” is not a bad book; written with Gibson’s usual terse phrasing and
abbreviated sentences, but it possesses few of the bizaare new technological
ideas that characterised his earlier works. It is said that concepts, such as
“jacking in”, stemmed from his complete lack of computer knowledge at the
time. In Idoru, Gibson has learned, and it is this one-foot-in-reality^that makes
his vision less breathtaking than it has been. The only really decent concept
in the book, that of a virtual hacker city (Hak-nam), compared to an “inverted
kill file”, shows the kind of poverty of the book. There are few flights of fancy
because Gibson is sticking to what he has learned.
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It seems that some basic computer knowledge is not all that Gibson
has learned.
He seems to be infected with that American disease, the assumption that
nothing exists until the USA discovers it. Thus we get treated to the “novel”
idea of Japanese Love Hotels, Australian bagmen, and the like.
It is interesting to note that Japan now has its own virtual pop singer, Kyoto
Date, akaDK-96 (see http://tky063.tth.expo96.ad.jp/virtualidol/index.htnil).
It would be interesting to know which came first, and whether the creators
know of each others attempts.
Although not a shining literary gem, with largish print and a reasonable
amount of white space, Idoru is, at 292 pages, a reasonable days read.
Andrew Williams
Sydney
KRCMA, M. (1996): Web Site Wizardry, Coriolis Group, Scottsdale, AZ,
413pp„ US$34.99, (softback + CD-ROM).
Web Site Wizardry is to a large extent based on the idea that there are
features, tricks and ideas that you have encountered on your peregrinations
across the Web and would like to know how they have been achieved. It
describes clearly and in detail how to duplicate these effects and offers
sound advice on web page design, but assumes that the reader has a basic
knowledge of HTML.
The book consists of twelve chapters, one appendix containing an
annotated list of the web sites — grouped by topic — referred to
throughout the book, a table of contents and a reasonably comprehen
sive, but not cross-referenced index and the seemingly obligatory CDROM. To a large extent this book won me over from the very first
chapter which simply consists of a brief discussion on how to design a
web site, the sort of factors to take into account and some idea of the
budget needed. The remaining chapters can be divided roughly into
three sections; the first consisting of Chapters 2 to 7 is fairly standard
fare — but includes a large number of hints and tips — covering
backgrounds, images, frames, image maps, forms, tables and some good
ideas on how to design a text based site; the second discusses multimedia
add-ons such as audio (Chapter 8) and Shockwave (Chapter 9); the third
section gives a glimpse into the future covering such things as Java,
Javascript (Chapter 10), Virtual Reality Modelling Language — VRML
(Chapter 11) and Intranets (Chapter 12). Don’t expect to learn much
Java, Javascript or VRML from these short chapters, rather just treat it
as a taste of what is possible. Surprisingly there is no mention of
VBScript nor Adobe Acrobat and its associated PDF (portable docu
ment format) although in the latter case the CD-ROM contains a
selection of example web sites in Acrobat format. Each chapter includes
brief but informative excerpts from interviews with “web wizards”, that
is, people whom the author considers to have exemplary skills or
experience that us lesser mortals could benefit from and concludes
with a list of dos and don’ts that provide a useful summary of the chapter
contents.
Often the author discusses how to create various special effects with a
particular tool; for example, Adobe Photoshop, PaintShop Pro, MapThis (a
program for making image maps), and GoldWave (a sound file editor). She
does this in a clear and concise manner that, to me at least, conveyed the
appropriate amount of detail without being too tedious.
The CD-ROM, as well as including the Acrobat gallery mentioned
previously, contains a number of tools (Windows based PC executables), a
wide variety ofgraphics and sounds as well as some demonstration Shockwave,
VRML and Java files, and a few handy CGI scripts.
The author has a chatty, light-hearted style that appealed to me and
quite obviously enjoyed writing this book as much as I enjoyed review
ing it. I found myself dipping into it on a number of occasions — it being
that sort of book — to see how others had achieved a certain effect or just
for inspiration and coming away satisfied with the answer. Do be warned
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though that much of the information contained in it will date quickly as
HTML specifications change, tricks become so popular as to be no
longer “cool” and as languages such as Java, VRML and others mature
far beyond the versions discussed here; highly recommended but check
before you buy.
Andrew Wenn.
Victoria University of Technology (Footscray).
BROWN, L.A. (1995): Designing and Developing Electronic Performance
Support Systems, Digital Press, 488pp., $69.
Electronic Performance Support Systems (EPSS) is a catchphrase to repre
sent the notion ofintegrating expert system support, computer-based training,
and hypermedia resources into traditional task-oriented computer applica
tions that support business processes. At the last phrase indicates, this is a
business approach, which has put off traditional human-computer interaction
professionals who argue that this is nothing more than good usability design.
However, the emergence of the EPSS concept is beneficial to the extent that
it helps support awareness of users and their tasks. Thus, a book on the design
and development of EPSS should be a cause for celebration. That celebration
needs to be predicated, however, on the extent to which the book presents a
balanced approach, a systematic treatment, and an awareness of current
understandings. This book receives a qualified ‘hurrah’.
The book is very well organised and clearly written. The first three
chapters develop and justify the EPSS concept. Two chapters prepare for
EPSS implementation through team and tool discussion. The final six
chapters cover the design and development process itself. There is consider
able emphasis on systematicity, with checklists and procedures well-docu
mented throughout. In addition, the process chapters finish with both project
management steps and common problems and solutions. This is highly
commendable, and is the real value of the book.
There are several minor flaws in this book. First, it is not well
balanced. There is unjustifiable hype in several sections, and the
rationale for EPSS seems more like a sales pitch than a business case.
There is also little breadth in the treatment and examples, which limits
the transferability of the process beyond the IT business world. This is
a shame, as the concept has broader application.
A second flaw is in the represented process. While systematic, the
description varies in depth, so some processes are covered in detail while
others are less complete. As this is an interdisciplinary area, the book may
have benefited from a greater variety of inputs. Readers from different
backgrounds will likely find different flaws. For example, from the perspec
tive of usability design the method indicated is standard but dated. The
author’s recommendation of a team approach will likely ameliorate the
problem. However, the book does not go far enough in suggesting that
different team members will be able to elaborate the process from their own
expertise, and that this presentation is a framework more than a complete
process specification.
A last criticism of the book is that the examples used are dull. After
the excitement accorded to the concept, it would help if the examples
reflected more on the potential that information technology has to
enhance task performance. One of the examples can even be considered
to express poor design!
In summaiy, this book presents a basic introduction to the EPSS concept,
and a business-like approach to development. It would be useful reading for
system and instructional designers to understand how their fields interact in
this area, and for management to understand the development process for
EPSS. Minor criticisms aside, the book is a useful integration of software
development, instructional design, project management, and usability design
that can serve as a beginning point from which to explore the real potential of
the area.
Clark N Quinn
University of New South Wales
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NEWS BRIEFS
‘News Briefs' is a regularfeature which covers
local and overseas developments in the compu
ter industry including new products and other
topical events of interest.
$10 MILLION DEAKIN UNIVERSITY
OUTSOURCING CONTRACT
The inexorable rise of the PC or Mac workstation
as an essential office desk accompaniment has
by necessity been mirrored in universities and
other places of higher education as they seek to
turn out graduates properly prepared for the real
world. As a consequence, most universities now
find themselves in possession of and supporting
thousands of PCs and an often bewildering array
of software. In turn, they are now devoting
considerable financial and other resources to the
upkeep of these desktop devices — ironically
often at the expense of their core business mis
sion, the delivery of educational services.
Victoria’s Deakin University recognised this
problem after undertaking a comprehensive 18
month review of its operations. Its innovative
solution is to take a leaf out of the business
world’s book and completely outsource the man
agement of its 3,000-plus workstations. Its three
year $10 million agreement with Southmark
Computer Systems and FBA Computer Tech
nology Services is believed to be the most com
prehensive of its type entered into by an Austral
ian university.
With six campuses spread along a 400 kilo
metre section of Victoria’s southern coastline,
Deakin University caters for 50,000 students
and has 2,500 staff. Approximately 2,000
workstations have been allocated to staff mem
bers and another 1,000 exist in laboratories for
student use.
Under the terms of the outsourcing agree
ment, Deakin will sell its workstations to Mac
quarie Bank and then lease each machine back
for a three-year period. As Macquarie’s fulfill
ing agent in the arrangement, Southmark and
FBA will assume responsibility for the pur
chase, installation, maintenance and disposal of
PC and Mac workstations as well as asset man
agement. A four hour guaranteed response time
for maintenance calls seven days a week is an
important part of the deal.
An integral element of the arrangement is
Southmark’s undertaking to maintain the cur
rency of Deakin’s hardware and software. The
deal specifies that no workstation should be
older than three years and that minimum con
figuration levels must be met.
The outsourcing agreement has been care
fully crafted so as not to reduce the flexibility of
academic staff to experiment with new products.
University faculties which participate in the
scheme will remain free to obtain additional or
differently configured hardware via Southmark.
newIMAGES: EDUCATION/IT PROJECTS
newIMAGES is a year-long program of events
throughout 1997 which will highlight the mod
em, evolving relationship between Britain and
Australia. During 1997, over 180 events cover
ing a wide range of areas including sport, media,
trade and investment, the visual arts, music,

dance, theatre, science and technology, defence,
education and politics will bring together British
and Australian organisations in a spirit of col
laboration through the newIMAGES program.
The objectives of newIMAGES are to rein
force and develop the dynamic relationship be
tween Britain and Australia. newIMAGES will
emphasise the importance of maintaining and
expanding the links between young people in
both countries. The program will also create new
networks and collaborative ventures to move
into the new century.
As part of this program, Education Technol
ogy experts across Australia havejoined forces to
create nevvIMAGES: MONTAGE, a major initia
tive to connect school and TAFE students in all
states and territories in Australia with their coun
terparts in the UK in a number of collaborative
projects using the latest communications technol
ogy, i.e: Internet, e-mail and video-conferencing.
newIMAGES: MONTAGE is a collection of
on-line projects for schools designed to explore
the relationship between Britain and Australia as
perceived by the youth of the two nations. This
is the first time that a national team has been
organised within Australia and the UK to work
on the development of an international model
for school-based Internet projects. There are
over 30 projects which will have appeal to all
ages and interests.
Look out for the special calendar of projects
which will be sent to all schools across Australia
and Britain during March 1997. An educational
video will be made to show the development of
the projects and a publication called
‘nevvIMAGES — A Teachers Guide to Tel
ecommunications Projects’ will be available from
mid 1997.
All the projects will be available for ‘handson’ demonstration at the Exhibition Hall of
INFORM 97, a major IT Conference and Exhi
bition to be held at the Adelaide Conference and
Exhibition Centre, South Australia, 5-8 August
1997. This event will be the most exciting event
in the IT calendar for 1997 in Australia and
should not be missed by anyone who is involved
in using telecommunications in the classroom.
If you would like further details please visit the
MONTAGE Website: http://curriculum.qed.qld
gov.au/elt/newimages/ or contact:
Gill Edwards, Education Manager, The Brit
ish Council, Sydney on Tel: (02) 9326 2022. Fax
(02) 9327 4868.
e-mail: Gill Edwards@bc-sydney.sprint.com.
AN EASIER WAY TO ADD IMPACT TO
YOUR MESSAGE
The newly launched 3M Post-it® Notes and
Signs for ink jet and laser printers, promise a
more versatile, professional and eye-catching
business communication tool.
Post-it® Note packages for printers include
25 sheets (150 notes) per box, design software
with templates, customisable note designs and
clip art (for Windows® 3.1 or greater). Post-it®
Sign packages contain 30 A4 sized, white Postit signs.
Hand-written notes and scribbled signs often
lack impact, look unprofessional and can lead to
messages being misinterpreted. Post-it® Notes

for printers offer easy solutions to communicate
effectively and quickly at work. A professional
customised message, designed on a computer
with 3M templates, clip art and logos can be
generated in seconds.
Amongst its many uses, 3M Post-it® notes
can create telephone forms, business card infor
mation and invitations.
The 3M adhesive will hold the sign to most
smooth or rough surfaces including fabric, con
crete, glass, painted walls and wallpaper and
offers an alternative to messy tape and tacks. The
sign can be removed and repositioned cleanly.
Visit 3M’s Web Site and download a sample of
the Post-it® Notes Design Software http://
www.mmm.com/notesandsigns.
For your nearest stockist phone 3M on 1800
023 423.
KODAK’S WWW GIGAHITZ
Kodak’s World Wide Web site is now regularly
attracting more than one million hits daily, an
average of 12 hits per second. The milestone
comes soon before the site’s second birthday.
Daily site traffic more than doubled since late
December, as more than 250,000 internet users
began taking advantage of Kodak Picture. This is
a free application that enables people to send
photorealistic “singing and dancing” multimedia
postcards to friends and family around the world.
Kodak’s World Wide Web site is located at
http://www.kodak.com.
Since it was launched on 7 February, 1995,
the Kodak site has grown to more than 10,000
pages of information on more than 600 products
and services. More than 175,000 free software
downloads were pulled off the site in 1996 alone,
providing easy access for customers — and
millions of dollars in savings for Kodak.
Visitors to www.kodak.com can create and
send multimedia postcards, get behind-the-scenes
at a Kodak Professional commercial shoot, ex
plore the role imaging plays in medical science,
download free sample digital images, or simply
browse the extensive Guide to Taking Better
Pictures to get expert tips on photography.
Another popular area of the site is the Digital
Learning Centre. This comprehensive, interac
tive area has attracted thousands of visitors look
ing to learn more about digital image capture,
management and storage, as well as a wide range
of digital imaging applications and benefits.
INTERNET SURFING AND SHOPPING
AT THE DROP OF A COIN
International travellers will be the first people to
put their coins and notes in the slot of Australia’s
— and possibly the world’s — first coin/noteoperated, airport Internet machine at Melbourne’s
Tullamarine international terminal.
Within weeks, the World Net machines will
also be the first ‘shops-in-a-box’ where custom
ers can order goods they fancy on the screen and
pay for them by ‘swiping’ their credit or eftpos
cards through a completely secure online pay
ment system.
Costing only $2 for 10 minutes, international
travellers at Tullamarine can now go surfing on
the World Wide Web or email important busi
ness or personal messages while they wait to
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board or as they arrive. The Youth Hostels of
Australia have also seen the benefits for young
travellers wanting to stay in contact with home
and installed the first machine in the Queensberry
Hill hostel in North Melbourne.
The machines have been developed by Mel
bourne company, World Net, after 18 months of
thorough product testing and they say using their
machines is as easy as using a public telephone
— even in design, the machines are similar to a
wall-mounted, telephone booth.
Airports are not the only place we will see the
World Net machines, high-traffic public places
such as shopping centres, cinemas, pubs, inter
national hotels, pokie venues, race tracks, uni
versities, and major sporting event venues are all
on the company’s target list.
The company has already had orders placed
by Village Nine Leisure (cinemas) and Youth
Hostels of Australia which will trial the ma
chines for national ‘roll-outs’ and are currently
talking to other large organisations in Australia.
AUSTRALIA ENTERS A NEW ERA IN
COMMUNICATIONS
The launch ofthe new MSN™—The Microsoft
Network is an event as significant to Austral
ians as the first telephone call or the first televi
sion broadcast.
The new MSN features content unlike any
thing ever seen before in Australia. A valuable
collection of communication tools, information
services and entertainment are packaged to
gether in a single network which makes it easy to
use and enjoyable.
MSN found that there are four key reasons
why people are attracted to the Internet: to com
municate with others, to find information, to
obtain essential information and to be entertained.
MSN is organised into four main areas —
Communicate, Find, Essentials and OnStage—
corresponding directly to what people need in an
online service.
One of the most exciting developments of the
new MSN is an area called ‘OnStage’. The con
tent of ‘OnStage’ is unique to the Internet, and
allows people to view shows that are specifically
made for the medium. A great deal of the content
has been specifically developed in Australia.
Some ofthe material people can view through
the network includes:
• Online soap operas, which unlike TV, allow
the viewer to interact with the characters,
listen in on their phone calls, read their diaries
and soon, to actually star in online episodes.
• The ability to control MSN online cameras at
specific events and places which allow peo
ple to choose the camera angle, size of the
image, and position they want to view.
• To see events and hear people speaking from
places as far away as Antarctica or the moon,
as they happen, and to communicate directly
with them.
• The capacity to personalise news and articles
from Australia and around the world, prioritise
the most important items according to the
individual’s specific interest, and give direct
feedback or discuss issues with others online.

MSN uses the latest in streaming audio and
video technology to bring these areas alive with
sound, animation and film, and it all occurs in a
non-threatening, intuitive, environment.
SECURING CONFIDENTIAL DATA A
SENSITIVE BUSINESS
Protecting the integrity of confidential personal
information transmitted over data networks is a
highly sensitive business which organisations
like the Department of Immigration and
Multicultural Affairs (DIMA) face every day.
In DIMA’s case, staff in all Australian States
and Territories communicate round-the-clock
with the Department’s Canberra headquarters,
sending and receiving confidential personal in
formation about thousands of Australians, mi
grants, tourists and refugees.
Potential threats to data security can arise from
a number of sources, from fraud or illegal use of
visa numbers to the unauthorised disclosure of
sensitive information contained in applications
for migrant and visitor visas or citizenship.
Securing the confidentiality of the informa
tion is an enormous task, which Australian mar
ket leader in data security and encryption prod
ucts, Randata, is helping DIMA to achieve.
The Department is currently installing 180
SecurLINK™ Data Encryptors, designed and
manufactured in Australia by Randata, a divi
sion of Secure Network Solutions Limited, based
in Melbourne.
The Department has 1,500 staff based in its
central office in Belconnen, Canberra, with a
further 1,900 staff working in 24 regional offices
around Australia. In addition, there are DIMA
facilities at all international airports, and con
nections to other Commonwealth Departments,
agencies and service providers.
All DIMA facilities are electronically linked
via a comprehensive Token Ring LAN/WAN
and an SNA SDLC leased line network. The
Randata SecurLINK™ Data Encryptors sup
plied to DIMA have been configured to accom
modate slow and high speed data transmissions
over the Digital Data Network (DDN) and ISDN.
Randata’s SecurLINKT™ series of Data
Encryptors passed stringent technical evalua
tions to be listed in the Defence Signals Directo
rate’s Evaluated Product List. Randata is a Fed
eral Government endorsed supplier and certified
to IS09002.
The SecurLINKT™ series ofData Encryptors
can be configured for synchronous protocolindependent or asynchronous protocol-depend
ent communications to provide network security
for point-to-point and multi-drop services. Stand
ard features include the choice ofData Encryption
Standard (DES),Centaur or Defender algorithms,
and storage of 126 Master Keys.
SecurLINKT™ and other Randata products
are fully designed and manufactured in Mel
bourne, Australia.
™ Randata is a division of Secure Network
Solutions Ltd.
DEADLETTERED EMAIL LOG JAM
LOOMS
With more email now travelling around the
world than conventional mail, a major problem

is looming with deadlettered email addresses.
Already up to 15 percent ofInternet users change
their email address each year. Any mail directed
to them at the old address usually bounces back
to the sender. And they are given no inkling how
to redirect the mail to the intended recipient’s
new address.
With over 95 billion emails last year com
pared to 85 billion ordinary letters, and assum
ing 15 percent have changed address we can
estimate that there are about 13 billion deadletters
clogging up the Internet pipelines right now.
Cowley Internet specialises in assisting small
business to promote themselves on the Internet.
Managing Director Scott Williams said “we first
became aware of the size of the problem when
our free email newsletter to small businesses
received a lot of bounced mail. These were
people who had asked for the newsletter so we
definitely had a correct address for them — at
least initially”.
To help overcome the logjam, Cowleys now
offer a free email redirection service. To use this,
simply visit the site on http://www.cowleys.
com.au/public/redirect.htm and enter your old
and new email addresses.
This information is not used for any other
purpose. Email addresses cannot be syphoned
off and the enquirer must have the exact address
to get a response. Wild card operators are not
permitted.
Interested Webmasters are welcome to copy
a code snippet from the site for placement on
their own pages.
WEB WEEK PUBLISHED IN AUSTRALIA
Alan Meckler, Chairman and CEO of
Mecklermedia Corporation, in association with
Kirby Network Services (KNS), has announced
an Australian version of Web Week,
Mecklermedia’s ‘newspaper of web technology
and business strategy’. The first edition of the
controlled circulation monthly will be published
in April.
In 1995, Mecklermedia Corporation and KNS
formed an alliance to present the first Internet
World Australia Pacific Conference and Exhibi
tion. Following its success, the second annual
event was held last year and the third is planned
for August, 1997 at the Sydney Convention and
Exhibition Centre.
“Just as Internet World Australia has become
the dominant Internet business-to-business trade
show in Australia, we believe that Web Week
has the same potential on the print side”, said Mr
Meckler. “Web Week has become the number
one business-to-business newspaper for the
Internet industry in the United States and it will
fill the same role in Australia. Web Week is now
published in Argentina, Korea, Mexico, the
Middle East, the United Kingdom, Singapore
and Brazil”.
Gerard Knapp has been appointed editor of
the Australian edition. “Gerard is well qualified
to head the editorial team at Web Week. He
brings with him 17 years’ experience in the
Australian business, advertising and electronic
industry media. He will be supported by Datjid
Hovenden, formerly chiefsub-editor ofPC Week,
assisted by Nina Carrel”, said Mr Meckler.

